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Deaths increase after
Bessie Burton closure
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
English professor Victoria Kill
was preparing to leave to teach
class on Jan., 8 2007 when her of-
fice phone rang and she heard news
that filled her with dread: Seattle
Universitywas closingBessie Burton
Sullivan nursing home.
"The closure ofBessie Burton
was devastating for my family in
many ways," Kill said, who's 88-
year-old father Louis was a resident
at Bessie Burton at the time of the
facility's closure.
At least 14of the 120 residents,
including LouisKill, who moved out
ofBessie Burton have died since the
home's closure in 2007, according to
Louise Ryan, the Washington state
Long-Term Care Ombudsman.
Kill said the closure ofSeattleLPs
nursing home made her father's dy-
ing days stressful.
"Seeing the facility close down
around him with people movingout
every day the last months ofhis life
was not what we would have wished
for his serenity in his dying time,"
she said.
Kill's father resided at Bessie
Burton until March 15, 2007,
the facility's last day of operation.
He died at home 10 days after the
University closed Bessie Burton.
Ryan, the state Ombudsman
overseeing the closure, said she has
seen "a fair amount of stress and
some death," in the 120 residents
who moved out ofBessie Burton.
Ryan said the amount oftrauma
in the former Bessie Burton com-
munity is significant.
"Based on my 13 years ofexperi-
ence and seeing homes close before,
she said, "the numbers seem higher
than usual."
Ryan added the state has been
to follow up with 84 of the 120
former elderly men and woman
living at Bessie Burton. Many of
the remaining 36 resi-
dents, Ryan said, moved
into the homes of their
families.
Women's hoops wins in OT
Jourdan Myles
Redhawks beat S. Dakota 57-53
Volunteer Writer
With an eight-game winning streak
on the line, Seattle University's women's
basketball team defeated the University of
South Dakota 57-53 to maintain its spot-
less home record and effectively extend its
current overall streak to nine.
The regulation 40 minutes were not
enough to determine a winner, and the
game was not settled until Chelsie Morrison
made a pair of free-throws with 10 seconds
remaining in overtime, which pushed the
Redhawks' lead to four and sealed the
win.
The Redhawks (16-7) looked to be in
jeopardyofsuffering their first loss in more
than a month after shooting just 20 percent
from the field in the first half, amounting to
a 10-point halftime deficit, 28-18.
"I think they scouted us pretty well.
They packed it in, so we didn't know ex-
actly what to do in the beginning," said
senior forward Morrison. "I also think that
we had a hard week ofpractice
so a lot of our legs were dead,
and we just needed to warm
them up."
Joshua Lynch The Spectator
Senior forward Chelsie Morrison goes for two against South
Dakota. Morrison made two critical free throws in overtime.
Shakespeare 'Shines' at SU
Emily Holt
Assistant News Editor
A production of "Romeo &
Juliet" with any other director might
smell as sweet, but it wouldn't have
the passion that Stephanie Shine
will bring to Seattle University's
production of the Shakespeare clas-
sic. Shine, the artistic director of the
Seattle Shakespeare Company, says
the play is her favorite and has spe-
cial resonance for today's society.
"I think the basic story of this
play is something that can never
be told enough," Shine says. "And
I think it is something that our so-
ciety needs to hear over
and over and over, which
is why this play seems so
contemporary."
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Stephanie Shine, of Seattle Shakespeare Company, preps for the "Romeo & Juliet" premiere Feb. 19.
SOJ files bankruptcy
Joshua Lynch
The Oregon Province of the Society of Jesus filed for Chapter 11
Editor-in-Chief
The Oregon Province of the
Society of Jesus filed for bank-
ruptcy Tuesday in Portland
Federal Bankruptcy Court.
The province—which in-
cludes Alaska, Idaho, Montana,
Washington and Oregon—filed
for Chapter 11 reorganization in
response to a lawsuit in which 63
Native Alaskan victims thus far
have alleged they were sexually
abused by Jesuits.
Fr. Patrick Lee, S.J., current
provincial ofthe OregonProvince,
said in a statement, "Our decision
to file Chapter 11 was not an easy
one, but with approximately 200
additional claims pending or
threatened, it is the only way we
believe that all claimants can be
offered a fair financial settlement
within tlve limited resources of the
Province."
Seattle University President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J., was
named as a defendant Jan. 14.
in the lawsuit for allegedly, cov-
ering up sexual abuse of minors.
Sundborg denies the accusations.
He did not respond to an e-mail
requesting commentregarding the
bankruptcy late Tuesday night.
According to bankruptcy
documents, the Society of Jesus
has $4.8 million in assets and
$61.7 in liabilities. The province
paid $50 million in settlements in
November 2007 in response to a
previous sexual abuse lawsuit.
Patrick Wall, a representative
of the victims, said the bank-
ruptcy is an acknowledgement of
sexual abuse. He added that he
believes the province has misrep-
resented its actual assets.
"We believe that this is an
affirmation that the Society of
Jesus knowingly and purpose-
fully dumped priest perpetrators
in Alaska," Wall said.
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
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Activists investigate
local school closures
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
Despite the Jan. 29 Seattle
Public School board vote to dis-
continue 12 school programs,
there remains hope for many in-
tent on overturning the conten-
tious decision.
Wesley Irwin, senior sociol-
ogy major, is at the forefront of
the battle and is encouraging
Seattle University students to get
involved—especially those who
have volunteered in the schools.
Irwin was kicked out of the final
voting meeting, along with local
NAACP activist James Bible.
"It can be stopped. We are
going to stop it. The schools
are a part of the community.
What we're facing is the de-
struction of the entire commu-
nity that is completely acces-
sible to SU students," Irwin said,
"If die schools go, diecommunity
CMost recently, the districtnounced a shuffle ofapproxi-
mately nine school principals as a
direct result of the capacity man-
agement process. Bailey Gatzert
Elementary and Thurgood
Marshall, two partner schools
for Seattle U's Children's Literacy
Project,will be getting new prin-
rpals effective July 1."With the capacity manage-
ment plan approved, we want to
begin implementation as soon as
possible in order to be ready for
next year," said Superintendent
Maria L. Goodloe-Johnson in a
press release Feb 9.
"Making tiiese decisions now
strengthens die newly appointed
principals' ability to work in col-
laboration with the current prin-
cipal, staff and families as plans
are made for the 2009-2010
school year," Goodloe-Johnson
For some, including Irwin,
this is another misstep in the
district's handling of the ca-
pacity situation and yet an-
other disruption for students
already dealing with news ofthe
closures.
"A good start to reversing
this decision will be removing
Goodloe-Johnson," said Irwin,
"She has a history of destroying
public schools."
The local and national NAACP
chapters are currently investigat-
ing Goodloe-Johnson on suspi-
cion of motives.
"There is something else go-
ing on. It really is an attack on
public education coming from
the charter schools and the
people that want to see school
vouchers," said Irwin, "They're
pushing all of the low-income to
die south end."
According to district demo-
graphics, the students in the 12
discontinued programs are of 80
to 100 percent minority popula-
tion as well as 60 to 70 percent
low income.
"Could you imagine what
would happen if we cut five
school in the north end? There
would be an uproar from white
soccer moms," said Irwin.
Additionally, diere are people
in the community who believe
that the decision to close specific
buildings in the central area, in-
cluding Meany Middle School
and T.T. Minor, were directly
connected to the real estate value
of die area.
"This is something that the SU
community should be getting im-
mediately involved in," Irwin said.
"The various schools students are
working in are not going to be
around because of these hidden
political motives."
The district contends that by
closing specific schools and con-
solidating resources will provide a
higher standard ofeducation for
students.
Money is also a factor in the
decision, but the district has re-
mained somewhat mum as to its
financial motives. The district
currendy faces a $24 million def-
icit. The closure of schools and
discontinuation ofprograms, ac-
cording to tJhe district, will help
accumulate a savings of $16 mil-
lion in operating costs over the
next five years as well as $33 mil-
lion in capital costs.
Irwin attended T.T. Minor in
the third grade, one of the pro-
grams planned to be discontinued
at the end of this academic yea.
He was part of the initiative diat
bussed students around the dis-
trict, striving for higher integra-
tion in the '90's.
"Seeing the inequalities be-
tween my homeschool and T.T.
minor taught me a lot about
economic injustice," Irwin said.
"Just because we live in a lib-
eral Utopia of Seattle, we can't
be too delusional that injustices
exist here just like everywhere
else."
In collaboration with the
NAACP, the nonprofit organi-
zation Education, Parents and
Student Vision will be holding
a rally and march Feb. 26 at
12 p.m. The event will begin at
Garfield High School and end at
the federal building downtown.
' Irwin said hundreds of parents
will file official complaints.
Gary Perry, sociology profes-
sor, wilt be speaking at the rally.
"There are many things we
can do to be civilly disobedient
to right an injustice," said Irwin.
"Ultimately it is the right thing
to do."
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu
Homeless move from downtown
Caitlin King
VolunteerWriter
Although city officials have re-
ported a stable homeless popula-
tion in downtownareas, this is not
the case on Capitol Hill. Local non-
profit organizations have reported
increasing numbers and a growing
need for food and support.
Julian Rose, a staff member at
Our Lady Mt. Carmel said their
day shelter has seen a 20 percent
increase of people coming in for
meal services since September of
2008.
Our Lady Mt. Carmel, located
on Jefferson and Broadway, of-
fers free food and clothing for the
needy. Last Thursday the pews
were filled with homeless men
waiting for the weekly 11 a.m.
Mass. Rose said the crowd has been
growing.
"In the summer, we were serving
about an average of 60 people per
day, now we are seeing anywhere
between 75 to 80 a day. That's a lot
of folks," he said.
St. Francis House, located just
a few blocks south of campus, is
also seeing a noticeable increase
of those in need. Open from 11-
2:30 p.m. daily, people continue
to line up to the door to receive
donations even as the office pre-
pares to close.
"Our sign-up sheets allow 31
people per sheet, we are nearly fill-
ing three sheets daily, somewhere
around 80 people [...] and that's
just the men," saidPat, a volunteer
who has worked at the St. Francis
House for 10years.
The growth is not only affecting
the Capitol Hill area, but Seattle
University as well.
Night librarian Amber Atkins
said during the last two weeks there
has been a significant increase of
homeless spending their evenings
in the library.
"I don't know exactly why
there has been an increase, maybe
the cold weather," said Atkins. "As
long as they're not bothering any-
one, it's really not a problem to the
library."
Although some students are
concerned that this might be a
safety issue, most do not appear to
be bothered by non-affiliates who
spend their time in the library.
"You go to the third floor of the
library any given night and there is
always someone there getting some
sleep or reading a book, just hang-
ing out," said Alexis Koch, a junior
nursing major.
Public Safety is well aware of the
potential safety issue.
"We know that libraries in the
region and on local area campuses
are attractive places for non-affil-
iates to 'hang out,'" said Michael
Sletten, director of Public Safety.
"Some ofour other larger campus
common areas can create a draw
too."
Sletten said Public Safety's poli-
cies regarding non-affiliates work
to keep Seattle U's campus safe
while working to direct homeless
individuals to community support
centers.
"We look to provide access infor-
mation and redirect the person to
area resources," hesaid. "Sometimes
chronic behavior and scoffing the
library access policy requires a tres-
pass warning."
A recent press release issued
by the Kirig County Coalition
on Homelessness and Operation
Nightwatch on Jan. 30, 2009 re-
ported 1,976people homeless indi-
viduals are sleeping on downtown
streets.
That number is slightly higher
than the total number of people
counted in the same areas last
year.
Advocates for the homeless
say the wider issue is, regardless
of the numbers reported at night,
more and more visitors are seeking
services during the day.
Barb Farden, anadvocate for the
homeless and coordinator ofTent
City Three at Calvin Presbyterian
in Shoreline, finds fault in the city's
attempt to estimate the state of
homelessness in Seattle.
"There is a large percentage of
homeless that are unaccounted for,
mostly because they do notwant to
be found," she explained.
Kathleen La Voy, Seattle U psy-
chology professor who has worked
with homelessness, mentioned that
homeless individuals tend to go
where they feel safe.
"College campuses tend to be a
haven ofacceptance and tolerance,
and SU is certainly that," La Voy
said. "We are known for our com-
passion [...] so I believe there is a
sense ofsafety here."
La Voy cited the university's de-
cision to hostTent City in February
2005 as an example of Seattle Us
commitment to serving those in
need. Responding to that need is
not always easy to do, she added.
"Sometimes we experience
fear of someone who has an obvi-
ous need and we are unsure how
to respond," she said. "[...] We
are left feeling guilty and ill-at-
ease because we know we should
do something, but are standing
back."
Local advocates encourage diose
wishing to help the homeless to
support local centers with dona-
tions ofmoney, food or clothing.
And despite the economic
downturn, Kathleen Mackay, di-
rector of St. Francis House, said
the community is giving as much,
if not more than ever before.
"We have a strong reputation;
we began in 1967 and word has
gotten outabout our work and we
are very lucky our donations con-
tinue to come in daily," she said.
Caitlin can be reached at
kingd @seattleu.edu
BradenVanDragt The Spectator
A homeless man, who preferred to remain nameless, is one of many who rely on the city's social aid.
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Bon Appetit weighs in on waste, consumption
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
Waste not, want not. With the
recent addition of a new system to
the Cherry Street Market kitchen,
this seems to be Bon Appetit s new
maxim.
The ValueWaste system by
Lean Path is designed to pinpoint
categorically what kinds of food
are being overproduced, and
thereby wasted, and provides
ways to help eliminate waste in the
future.
Lean Path is a company based
out ofPordand, Ore. Four to 10per-
cent offood that customers purchase
ends up as kitchen waste, according
to die company's Web site.
"It helps us from a busi-
ness standpoint; it helps save
the company money," said Jim
Cooley, executive chef for Bon
Appetit at Seattle U. "But it also
helps us stay more sustainable by
letting us know what we're
overproducing."
The system includes a scale and
a small touch-screen monitor that
are kept on a table in die middle of
the kitchen. When a worker weighs
food waste, they must first enter
their name so Bon App can keep
tabs on how much food each indi-
vidual employee is saving or wast-
ing. After that employees identify
what type of container holds the
food waste so they can offset that
weight when the screen brings up
the measurement.
"I use it every day," said
Shannon Wilson, cafe chef at
Cherry Street Market. "I think it's
a useful tool. We probably don't
use it to the full capacity that we
could use it to, but it's useful in
many ways."
All of die statistics and data col-
lected by the scale are wired to an
office computer in another room,
where any Bon Appetit employee
can log in and look at the numbers.
The software provided by the com-
pany also allows its users to view
a multitude of charts and graphs
about theirwaste.Lean Path charges
a monthly subscription fee for these
services.
According to Cooley, the man-
agement has been trying to offer
incentives to their employees to use
the system and watch their waste in
preparing food.
"I don't see a problem widi [track-
ing employee waste]," said Cynthia
Tackett, deli slicer at Cherry Street
Market.."But I just use the system
to weigh the extra meat that gets
cut off."
Some of the foods that have been
bigger problems in the past have
been soup, fruits and vegetables.
"That stuffs always going to end
up causing us trouble, though, be-
cause it weighs more than most of
the other waste," Cooley said.
Cherry Street Market hashad the
system for about a year, and Cooley
said it has helped them reduce the
amount of food they overproduce.
The system costs around $25,000,
but the price was reduced for Bon
App when the Puget Sound Energy
Company wanted to fund a study
about food waste and then subsi-
dized die cost.
But for Cooley, limiting the
amount ofwaste diat happens in the
kitchen is only the beginning. He
has plans to bring the ValueWaste
system back near the dishwashing
station ofCherry Street Market and
begin to weigh how much food is
being wasted by students. After a
month or so of measuring students'
waste, Cooley wants to tell them
about it.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Caitlin Glennon weighs onions before putting them in thecompost. The
ValueWaste program aims at improving Bon App's sustainability.
Engineers serve world
Derron Yuhara
Seattle U's Engineers Without Borders provides necessary services
Staff Writer
Students at Seattle University
are putting down calculators,
picking up shovels and organizing
communities around the world to
improve the lives ofothers.
Within the last five years
Engineers Without Borders has
grown in standing at Seattle
University with multiple service
projects each year orientedaround
establishing sustainable energy,
water use and sanitation practices
throughout the world. EWB is an
international organization that uses
the help of professional engineers
and students to bring basic engi-
neering techniques to developing
nations in order to improve the
quality of life.
"Here at Seattle U there are
about 20 students ranging from
nursing to graphic design majors
involved in EWB," said Meghan
Reha, senior mechanical engineer-
ing major and the groups president.
"The technology is fairly basic and
most definitely does not require an
engineering background; we are just
bringing basic practices to places
that do not have the resources we
do in the United States."
So far the group has completed
projects in Thailand, Nicaragua
and Washington State and con-
tinues to follow up on projects by
making necessary additions and
modifications.
The program is growingand the
volume of projects has increased,
but EWB at Seattle U has not yet
gained the attention they would
like.
"You don't need to be an engi-
neer to participate in the program;
we are looking for more support
in anyway possible so that we can
do more," said Phillip Thompson,
chair of the civil and environmental
engineering department and facul-
ty advisor for EWB. "We hope to
have more events and fundraisers
this year to raise funds for our up-
coming projects and for the future
of EWB at Seattle U."
This year the group is work-
ing to develop a kitchen facility
and a more reliable water source
in the dormitory they construct-
ed in 2006 in Mae Nam Khun,
Thailand. EWB is also working
on mapping out drinking wa-
ter sources in the Wiwili region
or Nicaragua. Although JiWB
has ambitious goals and projects
planned for the future, the prima-
ry concern for the organization is
raising enough money to begin and
complete the projects in a timely
manner.
"Over spring break a few of us
are going to Hagley Gap, Jamaica
to educate the community about
sustainable sanitation practices
and help to develop an ultravio-
let water treatment system," said
Sonya Milanova, senior civil en-
gineering major and the group's
vice president. "We are planning
to also construct a retaining wall
for the road into Hagley Gap,
but may not have enough time or
funds to finish."
EWB is also bringing the idea of
UV water treatment to the commu-
nity ofChirundu, Zambia, which
is on the Zambezi River.
"Thecommunity currently faces
the problem ofcrocodile attacks in
addition to the lack ofcleanwater,"
Milanova said.
Altjiough travel costs are a costly
part of the budget, EWB minimizes
the amount ofstudents who travel
and instead organizes as much
communitylabor as possible to en-
sure the community is as invested
in the success of the project as the
students.
"The international travel is
an important experience we em-
phasize to the students, but don't
want it to consume the mission
ofour program," Thompson said.
"We are planning on working
on more projects locally in the
future so more students can be
involved hands on in the construc-
tion process."
Derron can be reached at
yuharad@seattleu.edu
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Families suffer the aftermath of Bessie Burton's closure
She said if the state is
able to follow up with
these 36 residents, it may
uncover higher rates of
death and trauma than the initially
reported 14 deaths.
"[The 36] really changes the dy-
namic," she said.
SeniorVice President Tim Leary
said the university struggled with the
decision to close Bessie Burton.
"Itwas an extremely difficult de-
cision for the university to make due'
to its complexity," Leary said.
Leary added the demand for
more student residences, classroom,
laboratories and faculty office space
drove the university to close the
facility.
He added the facility was losing
money at a critical time for Seattle
U.
"We're in the business of edu-
cating students, not the business of
running skilled nursing facilities,"
Leary said.
Leary said in transferring elderly
women and men out of Bessie
Burton, the university upheld a
commitment to residents and their
families.
"We wanted to make sure at
the heart of it [the transition] was
care for the residents," he said. "We
worked like crazy to make sure the
transition was comfortable."
Leary said he and Carol Steiner,
the executive director of Bessie
Burton, met with the residents to
discuss their move out of the nurs-
ing home.
An individual resident transfer
plan was developed for each resi-
dent leaving, said Leary. Leary said
he and Steiner strove to place every
resident in one oftheir top three care
facilities.
The university worked with
Carriage, the company operat-
ing the facility, to place residents
in nursing facilities in the Seattle
area. Leary said the university did
not want residents to be trauma-
tized by a long move. Leary added,
however, that for some he made
accommodations.
"I did not say no to one resident
if they wanted to be transferred to
places farther away," he said. One
resident, he said, was moved to a
home in Oregon.
Ryan said residents were moved
to homes in Greenwood, Issaquah
and Richmond Beach.
Ryan interviewed residents at
their new homes. She said they re-
ported varying levels of satisfaction
in their new nursing facilities.
"Some said things were fine,
and some were even happier," she
said. "But there was some transfer
trauma."
One resident, Ryan added, com-
plained to her about an inappropri-
ate placement.
"We only had one," she said. "But
it was a mistake, what happened."
Bessie Burton was one ofSeattle's
cleanest and best staffed skilled nurs-
ing faculties, making it a difficult
home to leave, Ryan said.
Leary said the nursing home's
residents resisted leaving the facil-
ity because many had grown accus-
tomed to life at Bessie Burton.
"I don't think that there was any
question that this had become home
for these folks," he said.
Kill said Bessie Burton's closure
disrupted her father's daily routine.
"After the move, daily Mass was
no longer possible for my parents,
she said. "This was a significant loss
for them."
She added, however, that thestaff
at Bessie Burton accommodated fur-
ther family care for her father in his
last days at the facility.
"My mother was able to also
spend nights with my father at this
point using a bed brought into his
room by Bessie Burton's director,"
she said.
Ryan said Bessie Burton is one
of three skilled nursing facilities
that recently closed in the Central
District.
"Our options in inner city Seatde
are becoming limited," she said.
Leary said hehad many conversa-
tions withresidents' family members
who were opposed to the closure of
the home.
"Those were tough conversa-
tions," he said.
He added, however, that Seattle
U strove to make the transition as
comfortable as possible for all family
members.
"You would be hard pressed to
find that the process was not done
with care for the families," Leary
said.
Kill said she still feels mixed
emotions in regard to her father's
departure from the home.
"The experience ofhis death here
was a beautiful blessing for all our
family who were around him," she
said, "but the stress and confusion
of the move and all that preceded it
wasnot whatwe wouldhave wished
for my dad or any resident."
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
Dean search draws to a close
Derron Yuhara
Staff Writer
After a year of budget worries,
a loss of leadership and months
of searching, the College of Arts
and Sciences will soon have a new
dean. Throughout this week and
next week, Paula McNutt, Paulette
Kidder, Mary McCay, Edward
Schaefer and David Powers—the
five finalists chosen by the dean
search committee—will be on cam-
pus for a series of interviews and
forums with the Seattle University
community.
"Our committee worked to-
gether in crafting a detailed de-
scription of the type of person
we were looking for to fill the
position," said Michael Quinn,
dean of the College ofScience and
Engineering and chair of the search
committee.
Two weeks ago, the search com-
mittee conducted interviews with
the applicants and nominees and
narrowed the group to a select few
prospective deans that would best
contribute to the Seattle U com-
munity. The committee took into
consideration how each candidates
experience and personality would
contribute to the growth of the
department.
Each of the finalists says they
wouldkeep die university's mission
at heart if chosen for the position.
"Seattle U has a wonderful mis-
sion with a solid set ofvalues that
encourages education rather than
teaching, and I would love to be
part of such an influential and
collaborative community," said
Powers, who is currently the chair
of the psychology department at
Loyola College in Maryland. "I
hope I can add and enhance the
progress ofSeatde U."
McCay, who is currently the
chair of the English department at
Loyola University ofNew Orleans,
agreed with Powers about the
unique foundation of Seattle U
education.
"I have done a fair amount of
work with the Jesuits in Alaska
and I am very interested in and
supportive of Seattle U's ap-
proach," McCay said. "I hope I
can contribute to this by extend-
ing opportunities to students by
increasing scholarships and fur-
ther developing professional work
study."
McCay said there is something
different aboutSeattle University
that attracts her. She said she
would love to broaden her focus
on social justice programs like
nonprofit leadership and diversify
the CORE curriculum.
Overall, all of the applicants
selected by the search committee
have an ambition to extend the
reach and influence of the mission
statement.
McNutt, currently the dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences
at Canisius College, has been
working with Jesuit institu-
tions for some time. She said she
wants to develop interdisciplin-
ary programs and a more collab-
orative community between the
different colleges and the local
community.
"TheWest Coast has a different
emphasis on education, and after
seven years at Canisius College, I
welcome Seattle U and its growing
reputation," McNutt said.
After a week of interviews and
discussions, the search committee
will submit a recommendation to
universityProvost Isiaah Crawford,
who will then work with Seattle U
President Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
to make a final selection.
This week will serve as a time for
the prospective deans to experience
Seattle U and discuss the future of
the college with potential cowork-
ers and students.
Students and faculty are encour-
aged to attended the daily sched-
uled campus forums andcontribute
to the decision-making process as
well as welcome the prospective
deans.
Derron can be reached at
yuharad@seattleu.edu
I hope I can add
and enhance the
progress of Seattle U.
David Powers
Loyola Maryland
The five finalists will
be interviewed this
week and-next.
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Innovative design enhances marketing building
Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer
Space constraints on campus had
formerly divided Seattle University's
Marketing and Communications
Department, making the process
ofcollaboration a difficult one. The
departments were rejoined on Nov.
17 2008 when they moved into
the newly renovated Cherry St.
building.
The new space was configured
specifically to ease communication
between the two aspects of the de-
partment. The unique and progres-
sive layout of the new officeseeks to
promote the free and flexible flow
ofideas.
"Rather than feeling stuffy or
boxed in," said Tina Potterf, se-
nior editor of Seattle University
Magazine, "we have a lot more room
to move."
The new Marketing and
Communications office features in-
novative design allowing for more
visibility than in most place offices.
A tall person could standat the front
doorand look out across most of the
floor. The kitchen and break room
is separated from a small, informal
meeting area only by a stainless steel
countertop. Cubicles are separated
into small groups without being
cloistered or privatized. There are
almost no doors anywhere and ev-
ery piece offurniture, including the
stainless steel counter, is moveable,
convertible or multi-use.
The big kitchen table
is one of the most
important places
in the office.
Soon Beng Yeap
SU Marketing VP
A table becomes a stool. A screen
mat functions as a wall can be moved
to increase natural lighting. The flat-
screen TV is on wheels, allowing any
space to become a tech-room. The
only three doors in the office close
to the main conference room and
two small, ownerless meeting rooms
replete with sofas, small tables and
whiteboards. Natural light abounds
through large skylights and a wall of
east-facing windows.
All ofthis gives the feeling, some-
times illusion, of space - the square-
footage is nothing impressive, but it
is employed with such flexibility as
to be permuted and used simultane-
ously for many differentfunctions.
The interior design of the office
was a collaborative effort, according
to Sari Graven, Seattle U's director
of program and resource develop-
ment, wherein each employee was
given a chance to participate in the
series ofsketches outlinining how
the office wouldfunction.
"We asked 'How do you want to
work?'" she said. "Not 'how are you
working today?' This is an opportu-
nity to really tune the space to how
you want to be working."
Parts of the office are therefore
more suited to fit the needs ofsepa-
rate groups. One team, for example,
has created a more enclosed space,
for when they need to put their
heads down and focus on deadlines,
while another built a looser, more
"live" collaborative environment.
Soon Beng Yeap, assistant
vice president of Marketing and
University Communications, sees
the kitchen area, rather than any
particular workspace, as the most
important aspect of the new office.
"The big kitchen table is one of
the most important places in the
office," he said, "as it enables the
team to congregate and sharestories
with each other over a meal. This
act of'breaking bread' togetherdaily
strengthens team camaraderie and
spirit."
Elements of the offices interior
design were learned from the in-
stallation of Seattle U's Facilities
Department in the same building
months prior. Occupying an adja-
cent space within the Cherrybuild-
ing, the Facilities office has hard
floors that create acoustic problems,
less natural light, and is filled with
high walls that separate each office as
a clearly defined workspace.
There are still problems widi the
Marketing and Communications
office, however. For one, the highly
visual department does not have
enough "tackable" space on which
to hang photos or mock-ups. The
ceilings are a bit cluttered as well,
with exposed wood and cabling
that, while largely an aesthetic
choice, clashes visually with the
other, sleeker and more modular
appearance of the room. Part of the
building's budget has been set aside,
however, to address such problems —
a move ofsome foresight that goes a
long way toward creating whatSoon
Beng Yeap calls "a truly democratic
space."
Cody can be reached at
shepher2@seattleu.edu
Science &
Technology
Cody Shepherd
Mech. engineering studentsrecommend park changes
Staff Writer
Three mechanical engineering
students will be making recom-
mendations to the Mt. Rainier
National Park for eco-friendly up-
grades to its Sunrise Visitor Center,
as part ofSeattle University's part-
nership with the National Parks
Department on improving energy
conservation. By the end of this
year, senior mechanical engineer-
ing studentsKevan Brown, Kristi
Goebel and Eric Flicktnger will
recommend insulation for die visi-
torcenter, as well as a photovoltaic
laminate installation- that is, diin
film solar panel — to cover the roof
of the centers main building.
The Sunrise Visitor Center sits
on the northeastern slope ofMt.
Rainierand consists of a two-story
clapboard cabinwith single-paned
windows and zero insulation.
During the nine mondis out of the
year when it is not in operation,
it gets pummeled by hurricane
force winds and a minimum of 14
feet ofsnow. During the summer
months it is heated and powered
by a diesel generator. Almost 70
percent of the heat put into the
building is lost through its walls
and roof.
"The main interest this year
was to have oiir students help the
National Parks service realize how
much energy loss they incur at
the Sunrise Lodge," said Teodora
Shuman, mechanical engineering
professor.
According to Brown, a large
part of this year's project consist-
ed ofsimply outlining in numbers
exactly how inefficient and CO2-
heavy the lodge's current structure
has been, with its diesel generator
and lack ofany insulation what-
soever. The more technical aspect
ofa solarpanel array, however, has
been a complicated problem for
the students to work out.
Currendy, Mt. RainierNational
Park employs a single-crystal hy-
brid solar panel at its White River
Ranger Station. This is the largest
off-grid solar system in the north-
west, and would seem at first
glance to represent a solution for
the Sunrise Lodge.
However, several problems af-
fect Sunrise are not an issue for the
lower-elevation White River sta-
tion. Sunrises status as ahistorical
site, for example, has been a major
issue in the project — the buildings,
view and trees are all protected by
law, regardless ofenergy efficiency
— as has it's elevation at 6,400 feet,
lhe crushing amount of snowfall
the site receives puts road access
out of service for the better part
of the year.
The solar panel at the White
River station, even at just over
4,000 feet, has broken in places,
said Flickinger, either from tem-
perature changes in freeze-thaw
cycles or from snow pressure on
the panels themselves. The stu-
dents surmised that a similar up-
grade at Sunrise would therefore
be impractical.
The students' solution has been
to recommend thin film, rather
than single-crystal, solarcells. Thin
film cells are less efficient than
single crystal, but act as a kind of
laminate or gel - they don't rely on
the structural integrity of a crystal
to produce the photoelectric effect
required to generate electricity.
The thin film cells would be
combined with a clean-burning
propane generator that wouldkeep
the systems batteries intact during
long periods with low sunlight.
Solar electricity systems are
expensive to install, and can take
more than ten or fifteen years to
pay off. But the dollar amount is
not an issue here, says Shuman.
"A gallon ofdiesel is what, two
bucks," said Shuman. "At 10,000
gallons that's $20,000 a year. So
it's not an economy issue. If you
look at the cost of carbon dioxide
emissions, then all ofa sudden the
numbers don't look as bad."
The students' finished proj-
ect will be presented on June 5
from 1:00- 5:00 p.m. in the Law
Building. It will be open to the
public.
Cody can be reached at
shepher2@seatteu.edu
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I SUB V ASSU is your student-elected representatives working to ad- ji vocate to make your SU experience the best it can be. We are always inter-
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i sues. We encourage you to e-mail any of your representatives and visit our [
[ office in STCN 360. j
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ASSU Representative Assembly meetings open to everyone—Every
Wednesday, 6-Bpm, Student Center 130. All students are invited to our Rep-
resentative Assembly meetings to voice their opinions, concerns, and feedback
regarding ASSU and Seattle University. Students are also welcome to just sit
in on our meetings to find out what we are working on for you. Questions?
smit2ls3@seattieu. edu.
unSUng Heroes—Nominations are now open! Leadership Development and
the Ignatian Leaders are looking for faculty, staff and students who should be
recognized for their efforts, please fill our the form available at http://
www.seattleu.edu/leadership/unSUnqheroes/home.asp. All receipients of the
unsung Hero award will be recognized at the Student Recognition Awards this
spring. Don't let these acts of leadership go unnoticed! Nominations due by
February 20th. Questions? Iyonsml@seattleu.edu.
PUNCH & PlE—February 18th, 11:30am-1:30pmin Student Center 130.
This is a time to get together to discuss Transfer issues and is an opportunity
for all Transfer students to congregate for the common good of the Transfer
Student Population. Have an issue for your Transfer Student Rep to take-up
with ASSU or just want to talk with old friends from your first fours hours at
SU's Transfer Welcome? RSVP & Questions to gailegoa@seattleu.edu.
ASSU Appropriations Funded Club Events:
February 19th—HomelessnessPanel
(7-B:3opm, STCN 130) by the BRIDGE Club. Q? getdesz@seattleu.edu
February 19th—ResumeNight
(7-9pm. Leßoux Room) by the Societ ofWomen Engineers. Q? kahrs@seattleu.edu
February 21st—Barrio Fiesta
(6-11pm, Campion Ballroom) by the United Filipino Club. Q? mamertor@seattleu.edu
March 2nd—Networking Event
(6:30-B:3opm, Silver Cloud Hotel) by the Marketing Club. Q? mardakha@seattleu.edu
I Tuesday, March 3rd—Men's Basketball vs. Uni-
~l "TnPiffifli I vers 'ty of Washington @ UW! Show your Redhawk
~~~ I spirit at one of the biggest games this year! Ques-
f/ons? lemieuxr@seattleu.edu.
Questions & comments always appreciated! Contact escandan^eattfeu.edu
Specs of the week
Activists appeal
Gregoire to think
outside of the bottle
Washingtonians are taking new
steps to ban the bottle. Leaders
of the Think Outside the Bottle
Campaign presented a letter to
Governor Christina Gregoire on
Feb. 12, appealing the state gov-
ernment to cut production of
plastic bottles and invest in public
water systems.
Part of the economic stimulus
package includes money allocated
to public water systems to reduce
the reliance on the private con-
sumption ofbotded water.
Almost 40 percent of bottled
water comes from the same source
as a kitchen tap, but the leaders
of the Thing Outside the Botde
Campaign say that brand name
bottled water has driven consum-
ers to focus on image and forget
about quality and natural water
rights.
Similarappeals have been made
by 50 states and over 1,000gover-
nors in this national call to action.
Last summer, the U.S. Conference
of Mayors passed a resolution ask-
ing all mayors to reduce taxpayer
spending on bottled water. A
study presented at the conference
revealed that investing in public
water systems can create jobs and
increase the GDP.
Mayor Nickels of Seattle has
said that the high quality of wa-
ter in Seattle means that people
should not waste their money on
bottled water.
Nickels, as well as the mayors
ofVancouver and San Francisco,
have ended city spending on
bottled water. The city ofSeatde
saved $57,000 in doing so. The
Metropolitan King County
Council also banned single serve
bottled water.
Seattle University students
made the move to "Ban the
Bottle" last year. Now graduates
Gretchenrae Callanta and Nick
McCarvel succeeded in getting
bookstore owner Bob Spencer to
move towards changing the uni-
versity's vending contract, but the
university is still waiting on stu-
dent consumption to reflect a lack
of interest in botded water.
Library Web site keeps
students updated on
renovation process
Seattle University Lemieux
Library has launched a new web-
site to keep students abreast ofthe
changes coming with the library
renovation. The Interim Library
will be at 1313 E. Columbia St.
and will open at the beginning of
Summer Quarter 2009.
The move will take place dur-
ing summer intercession. Library
staffmembers have started prepar-
ing for the move, taking special
care to preserve the Napoleanic,
Darwin and Mary Queen ofScots
collections. .
The Interim Library build-
ing has been named as a historic
landmark in Seattle. The former
Coca-Cola botding plant was built
in 1939 in the depression-era art
deco style ofother buildings in the
surrounding area.
The renovation of Lemieux
includes 37,000 sq-ft ofnew con-
struction on three floors, including
more learning spaces, a cafe and
more spots for internet access.
Stimulus packages puts
money in the pockets of
Wash, residents
Washington state residents will
soon see a rise in their paychecks
as a result of the passage of the
stimulus package. The rise will
amount to about $400 over the
course of the year and will come
in form of lower taxes on each
paycheck.
Married couples can probably
expect to receive $800. Benefits
will also be coming to the unem-
ployed. People currently out of
work will not have to pay taxes
on the first $2,400worth benefits
they receive.
The federal government will
also be subsidizing 65 percent of
the COBRA healthcarepremium,
a healthcare program that extends
after a person s job has been termi-
nated or reduced.
The refundable tax credit will
also help some first-time buyers
purchase homes. Students will
also see an increase in Pell Grants
and tax credits will increase up to
$2,500 a year.
A tax credits tax credit is a
dollar amount that decreases the
amount of taxyou owe. Normally,
a tax credit usually stops once you
reach zero a refundable credit can
cause your tax liability to cross
over zero, resulting in a refund.
Darwin Day celebrates evolution
Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer
The normally quiet study space
on the first floor of the Bannan
building evolved into a lively party
location where science enthusiasts
celebrated mutation and praised
natural selection.
The occasion was the 200thbirth-
day of legendary naturalist Charles
Darwin, celebrated last Thursday,
Feb. 12, in Seattle University's bi-
ology atrium. Students shouldered
past one another, moving among a
large turnout that probably broke
the atrium's fire code. During the
celebration, students were encour-
aged to play evolution-themed
games to earn tickets they could
exchange for pizza and cake. These
events were meant to simulate the
process ofnatural selection.
A game called "Be the Barnacle"
had players catching flying food-
discs in nets, while "Feed Like
a Finch" challenged students to
employ a random style of beak in
picking up quantities of food. And
a classic game of Darwin-related
trivia was also featured. Eye protec-
tion was employed for participants
when necessary.
"I liked the mental challenge of
the games," said Cori Simmons,
sophomore history and. philosophy
major. "And I feel like Darwin's
theory was pretty influential."
The celebration also featured
a reading from "On the Origin of
Species" by biology professor Daniel
Matlock, who also described some
of the reticence that Darwin him-
self experienced when publishing his
theory ofnatural selection. Despite
the contemporary use ofhis theories
as arguments against the existence
of God, Darwin was an ortho-
dox Christian and even studied at
Cambridge to become an Anglican
clergyman. Although he struggled
with his Christian beliefs during the
latterpart ofhis life, he continued to
describe himself as, at worst, agnos-
tic. Matlock noted that Darwin had
hoped his workson evolution would
be published posthumously.
Open celebration of Darwin's
birthday did not rouse much
controversy.
"I think the fact that SU is hav-
ing Darwin Day is proof that there's
room for both God and Darwin
on an equal plane," said Wayne
Smolinski, senior history major.
Biology professor Lindsay
Whitlow seemed to feel the same
way. As die founder ofmodern biol-
ogy Darwin was an important figure
to celebrate, and diere had been no
conflicts widi anyone over the reli-
gious issues raised by his theories,
Whidow said.
Although Whitlow was the co-
ordinator for the event, he said die
students were the impetus for the
celebration. A core group of five
or six students generated the game
ideas, decorated the atrium and
manned die game booths.
Cody can be reached at
shepher2@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Students and faculty celebrated Charles Darwin's birthday with cake,
games and philosophical discussion on the meaning of evolution.
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Want more
than print?
blogs and weekly
video updates
blog.su-spectator.com
www.su-spectator.com
Not ready
fortheLSAT?
Let us demonstrate ourproven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.
www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes.iD. and StevenKlein
The StevenKlein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle
206-524-4915
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spectator recommends
Features work in various disciplines by members of A
theFine Arts faculty -
_
;
_
__
Photographer Peter Snyder stationed himself at a New York intersection
every day at the same time to photograph people as they passed by listening r
to their iPods.
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et ceterapublicsafety
reports
Theft
February 14, 2 a.m.
A student reported in the Stu-
dent Center to Public Safety that
someone took her cell phone and
$22 from her coat pocket while
attending a dance.
Strong Arm Robbery
February 14, 9 am
PS is following up with Seattle
Police detectives regarding sec-
ondhand information of a pos-
sible strong arm robbery north
of campus.
Open Container
February 14,1:30 p.m.
PublicSafety contacted male and
female non-affiliates in the Quad
consuming alcohol from a brown
paper bag containing beer. The
bag was dumped out and atres-
pass warning issued.
Alcohol in Stairwell
February 14,11:30 p.m.
Public Safety spotted two stu-
dents consuming alcohol in a
stairwell in Campion. The stu-
dents' informationwas forwarded
to the student conduct system.
Noise Disturbance
February 15, 2:45 a.m.
Public Safety and resident assis-
tants contacted a room in Cam-
pion with occupants making a
great deal of noise. Occupants
were cooperative.
Welfare Check
February 15,11:25 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life checked on a
student in Campion who had
not returned family phone calls
from overseas in more than two
months. The studentwas reached
and spoke with theresidence hall
director on-duty.
For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
Campus Voice: Favorite Olympic Sport?
Jordyn Frost
Freshman, Biology
Alec Pearce
Freshman, Humanities and International Studies
Interviews by Corey Blaustein and photos by Adam Kollgaard
"Downhill Skiing. I've been raised to ski.
That's all we do in my family."
"Bobsledding or figure skating, the
ones that are most ridiculous."
"The downhill skiing events are
really fun to watch. They are high
speed sports."
"My favorite is the downhill slalom
because as a spectator sport you get
to see extraordinary!"
Marissa Weber
Freshman, Psychology
Kristina Capulong
Sophomore, International Business
Blogs of the week: Animals, fake and rea
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
Get your beer and camping gear
ready, as the majority of the lineup
for Sasquatch 2009 was announced
Tuesday!
Even though theirWeb site still
has last year's information, The
Spectator has the real lineup for you
here, and it's a doozy. The Gorge's
premier music festival is pulling out
all the stops this year and bringing
some world-class talent that is defi-
nitely worth your hard earned reces-
sion dough.
Trent Reznor, the frontman for
industrial rockers Nine Inch Nails
announced yesterday that die band
would be going on hiatus, but not
until after one last tour. Their Web
site said that that tour might be
with Jane's addiction, and now the
lineup has confirmed that informa-
tion. Nine Inch Nails and Jane's ad-
diction are among the headliners of
Sasquatch 2009, along with Kings
ofLeon.
The rest of the lineup is equally
stunning, and as usual is spread
across all different kinds of genres.
Indie rock from the likes of Ben
Harper, the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, TV
On The Radio, Animal Collective,
Of Montreal, The Decemberists,
and Fleet Foxes. Electronica from
MB3, Chromeo, Deadmaus, and
Explosions in the Sky. Hip-hop
from Erykah Badu, Santigold (for-
merly Santogold), and crowd-favor-
ite mashup DJ GirlTalk.
Just because you're at a music
festival doesn't mean you have to
spend all your time in a sweaty pit
of people, however. You could also
spend your time at the comedy
stage which is always less crowded
and is still definitelyworth die time.
Comedians announced include
Zach Galifiankas and Demetri
Martin.
In addition, the festival will
also feature Bon Iver, The Gaslight
Anthem, Grizzly Bear, Devotchka,
Peter Bjorn & John, Gogol Bordello,
M. Ward, and tons more.
The Sasquatch Music Festival is
May 23 through 25 at the Gorge
Amphitheater, justa fewhours driv-
ing from Seattle. More information
is sure to be announced over the
next several weeks, including the
daily schedule, camping and ticket
prices, and more bands. Tickets go
up in price as the event nears, so
keep an eye out for the best prices.
This should be an amazing couple
of days. The full lineup is available
online at The Spectator Blog.
Animal Collective are not so
much a band at this point in their
musical career as they are simply a
magical entity who somehow man-
age to distill pure happiness into
syrupy melodies on every single
song on each of their records.
Apparently, the band has gotten
bored with simply being amazing
and groundbreaking and ineffably
original, and they've taken to re-
mixing other groups' songs... and
vastly improving upon the originals
in the process.
Case in point: On die new 12th
single from the lovable electro duo
Ratatat, Animal Collective's Josh
"Deakin" Dibb handles the b-side,
extending Ratatat's original 16-bit
groove which barely misses the
4-minute mark into a 10-miriute
long glitch-pop jam full of swirl-
ing synthesizers and eerie reverb.
Deakin sat out on the recording
sessions for the band's excellent new
record, MerriweatherPost Pavilion,
but apparently he still knows what
he's doing musically, as his Ratatat
remix manages to simultaneously
be both an interesting and fairly
faithful reshaping of the original
track as well as an epic project
which could fit perfectly into any
of the last threeAnimal Collective
LPs.
Suffice to say, Animal Collective
seem like one of the few bands in
the last two decades who somehow
manage to constantly improve
their sound without restructuring
themselves from the ground up.
Their music is distinctly their own
(even when it's the work of others
filtered through the AC lens), and
fortunately for listeners everywhere,
their own work is incomparably
excellent.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
Sasquatch is
pulling out all the
stops this year.
Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu
MatthewMartell
Entertainment Editor
Animal Collective distill
pure happiness into
syrupy melodies.
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Must-see spotsonCapitol Hill
Dick's satisfies college student cravings with greasy foods
Jamie Richardson
VolunteerWriter
Nestled between the Broadway
Boutique and a Hollywood Video
store, a cheap florescent glow em-
anates on the dusk-turned street.
Not quite 5 o'clock in the evening,
few are gathered under the well-
worn awning—at least not yet.
Located in the heart of the
neighborhood on Broadway is
Dick's Drive-In restaurant.
Besides being one of the only
fast food restaurants left on Capitol
Hill, Dick's is a novelty in itself.
Recently the popular chain of fast
food restaurants can be seen with
their windows boarded up, park-
ing lots chained, and freshly graf-
fitied. Kentucky Fried Chicken,
Jack in the Box, and Taco Bell
are now shadows of their former
business. But this particular Dick's
restaurant, which opened in 1955,
is one offive locally owned Seattle
locations and now one of the
last fast food establishments still
on Broadway.
Fast food restaurants are by no
means suffering these days, but
there must be something about
the unchanging menu, simple
food, and quick service that is a
foolproof way to usher in custom-
ers day after day all year round. In
fact, the menu hasn't changed since
1971, with the addition of the
Dick's Deluxe and Dick's Special
Burgers.
The flavor of the Capitol Hill
location is not in the burgers and
fries, but rather within the people
that devour them.
"Dick's is part of the social fab-
ric of Capitol Hill," says "Blue", a
youthful and exuberant employee
of the restaurant. He sees scores
of people pass by from beyond
the plexiglas window that sepa-
rates him and his fellow employ-
ees from the street outside. But
despite the interesting crowd that
passes daily, "Blue" believes that
hunger is the thread that ties the
customers together.
"People just get hungry from
walking around all day. It's
pretty simple."
Sprinkled among the pedestri-
ans and cars however, are those that
don't come to eat. As the 5 o'clock
dinner rush surges and the three
ordering windows become progres-
sively more crowded with clamor-
ing customers, a man with a cane
jingles a cup of change, seeking a
customers leftover burger money.
Further down, a woman with long
unkempt hair sits with her dog,
imploring the passer-by for food.
The various homeless people that
linger on the sidewalk in front of
the restaurant seem to be just as
unchanging as the Dick's menu it-
self. Occasionally a customer will
drop some change or buy a burger
for these familiar faces. But more
frequently they are passed without
acknowledgement.
At the edge of the parking lot
near the neighboring Broadway
Boutique, however, an old home-
less man is drawing quite a bit more
attention than the other regulars.
Rather than panhandling change,
he decides to sell toothbrushes
and toothpaste.
"Support your grill! One dollar
each!" his gravelly voice rumbles at
those lingering around the alumi-
num table enjoying their freshly
purchased Dick's Deluxe burger.
Despite his tagged clothing, white
scraggly beard, and fatigued face,
he seems rather congenial and
undeterred by the fact that no
one seems interested in buying
his toothbrushes.
The cold January clouds bring a
familiar Seattle drizzle and "Bob"
packs up his bag of toothbrushes
and lights up a cigarette. Though
he usually sells small newspapers,
the packaged dental care he came
across for free. Dicks, he says seems
to be the best place to stand.
"I hang out here because there
are always a lot of people here no
matter the time or day. But the
police still bother me here. I'm 60
years old and I ain't doin' nothin'.
Just smokin' a cigarette out in front
of Dick's. Can't I be doing that?"
But "Bob" notes the ample
amount ofcollege students tiiat fre-
quent Dick's both during the day
and late at night. Bob attended a
community college in Los Angeles,
Cali. in his youth. "Those were fun
times," he says. "I met a lot of in-
teresting people."
Perhaps the most intriguing
part about Bob, besides his unsuc-
cessful toothbrush sales, are the
words ofwisdom he has to give to
college students.
"My advice is that ifyou want to
meet people, don't go to the bars,"
Bob reflects as he inhales another
puffofhis ashy cigarette. "The bars
are no place to go. Go to the li-
brary. Or classes. Somewhere. But
don't go and try and meet people at
die bars. The girls are already drunk
and men are rather suspicious."
Jamie can be reached at
richardsonj@seattleu.edu
Sara Bemert ■ , 1
Over the past 50 years, Dick's Drive-In restaurant keeps customers satisfied by quenching their late-night fast-food fix v
and quick burgers, french fries and shakes. Dick's is the only fast-food restaurant on Broadway still up and running toda
Sara Bernert
Bookstore struggles to stay afloat in difficult econormy
Olivia Hernandez
Volunteer Writer
A cat stretches lazily on top ofa worn-
down computer monitor in a room that
smells like the yellowing pages of old
paperback books. Her name is Malanga,
the owner of the store explains, just
one in the long line of bookstore cats
that have called Horizon Books their
home.
It is likely that, in a few months,
Malanga will find herself without a
dusty, wood floor to sleep on.
After more than 30 years as a neigh-
borhood fixture on 15th Avenue,
Horizon Bboks is set to close its
doors by the end of March. Horizon
Books will eventually merge with
Recollection Books, a store located
on 10th Avenue, much closer to the
increased retail life-force of Broadway
in Seattle's Capitol Hill neighborhood.
Though the current economic down-
turn has played its own hand in the
problems plaguing the store, 63-year-
old owner Donald Glover believes the
Internet is to blame for the access given
to prospective book buyers to purchase
with a click of the mouse.
A surplus ofmaterial, says Glover, is
the end ofdesire.
"If you go online looking for a
book," Glover explains, "you type in
your title and come up with 237 copies
available."
He says this results in something akin
to closing the refrigerator door. Why
grab what you want right now when
you know it'll be there when you open
the door again?
It is for this reason that the Capitol
Hill neighborhood will lose yet another
used bookstore, closing the door on a
long history of serving the residents of
the area.
Glover opened the store in 1971
after filling the first few rooms on the
big blue house on 15th with books he
had collected during his years working
in Shorey's Bookstore, an older staple of
Seattle's literary community.
"Ilooked at it in that particular time
as ifevery neighborhood that didn't have
one should be able to use and support
a used bookstore near where they live,"
Glover says.
So Glover packed up his boxes and
rented the house, originallyliving in the
back while the front served as the store.
In the process, he opened his doors to
the community around him.
Glover and old employees tell
stories about science fiction groups
that used to set up shop in the front
of the store, writers and readers that
would sit for hours with a cooler of
beer between them. They recall old
poets and authors
from Seatde that would hang around.
Retired employee Mel Flournoy, 66,
says that during his 25 years ofworking
at the store people used to come from all
over the Northwest to find rare books.
Glover displays an older guidebook
written for travelers looking for tilings
to do in Seattle. On the very last page,
there is a picture of a dearly remem-
bered store cat named Gino, loung-
ing in front -of a portrait of himself
that is still visible on the front porch.
Now, the store is quiet. The creak-
ing sounds ofGlover walking from the
front as he helps a young woman find
Spanish-language literature cracks loudly
against the silence that is custom.
It is still not hard to imaginethis store
as the center of a neighborhood that
Glover clearly loves. There is a collec-
tion ofnewspaper articles written about
features10 the spectator I
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Restaurants lower prices to keep customers
JamieWallace
VolunteerWriter
Two weeks ago on Capitol
Hill, Cafe Septieme owner Victor
Santiago did something he's never
had to do during his nearly 20 years
in the industry. He took a look at
his menu and then athis empty din-
ing room, and he started dropping
prices. After that, he went outside
and tacked up two red and white
signs letting customers know exacdy
what he'd done.
"Business is down,"says Santiago,
glancing around the dining room.
He says his restaurant's upscale rep-
utation was turning people away
before they even stepped inside.
"Septieme used to be a really fancy
place, but we cannot keep up. I
think we'll have to do specials for a
long time." Galerias owner Ramiro
Rubio agrees, "Customers who used
to go for the $25 plate are going for
the $13 plate. The $ 13s are going
to the $8. The $8..." he finishes by
making a quick slashing motion.
In Seattle, when the economic
slowdown that normally follows the
holiday season starts in September
and drudges on until June, any
business withoutan arsenal of lo-
cals knows things can start to look
so bleak that even a good cheap
meal can't fix the damage. As more
and more cost-conscious custom-
ers elect to cookat home instead of
eaung out, area restaurants are turn-
ing to various versions of the famed
blue plate special to lure them out
of the kitchen and into the dining
room.
Septieme has the reduced-price
menu, where Santiago slashed every
item by at leasta dollarand dropped
his most expensive item, a $20 steak,
to $ 16. At Galerias, across from the
new Brix building, owner Ramiro
Rubio is offering 25 percent off of
every entree four days a week. At
Julia's on Broadway, a breakfast or
lunch "Economy Booster" can be
had for $4.99.
"Prices have gone up dramati-
cally over the past year," says Camille
St. Onge, director of communica-
tions at the Washington Restaurant
Association, "even on the basics.
Shortening has gone up 80 per-
cent to 90 percent in the past 12
months. Flour has gone up almost
80 percent."
In order to combat this, some
restaurants track which items fill
doggie bags and then adjust por-
tion sizes to reduce cost and waste.
Others, including Septieme, charge
extra for sides that used to come
with an entree, and the rest are try-
ing to rally their communities by
putting loyalty programs in place,
handing out coupons, and stepping
up local advertising campaigns. But
St. Onge notes that even loyalty has
a downside since, with a developed
and local customer base, if the
restaurant tries to make a change
later—say, substituting pork for
beef, changing portion sizes, or
using a less expensive brand of
wine for a sauce—customers are
bound to notice.
"When the customer count
goes down or when their sales go
down, it's very difficult," says St.
Onge, "Let's say 10percent ofdie
restaurant industry has layoffs.
About 20,000 would lose jobs—
tiiat's just in Washington."
At Galerias, employees are
already absorbing some of the
economic hit. Rubio says those
who used to make $13 an hour
are now making $11, a change
that he hopes he doesn't have to
maintain for much longer.
"What I've been trying to
do is reduce costs," he says.
"People are trying to save, they're
worrying."
Jeff Schoffner, the bartender
at Julia's on Broadway, has a dif-
ferent story.
"I thinkwe're busier here dian
we were last year. Even though
we hope the economy getsbetter,
it hasn't really affected our busi-
ness. Especially with die $1.95,"
he says as he taps the happy hour
menu. "Everyday people come
in, they've lost their jobs, and
they want to drink."
Wallace can be reached at
wallacel©seattleu.edu
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Due to the current economic crunch customers are facing,
_ restaurants like Septieme have cut back prices on their
main dishes in hopes to attract hungry customers.
the store protected by glass at the
front counter. They go back years
and years. One is an obituary for
Gino, the cat.
As it is, this is not the first store
of Glovers to close.
Though, Horizon Books was his
first.
"IfI end this store," says Glover,
"I won't end being a bookseller. I
will continue to do this in some way
or form."
Ayoung woman asks for Spanish-
language novels and returns with a
stack of books on pregnancy. It is
then that her belly becomes notice-
able. Glover asks the young woman
where she is from. Barcelona.
Glover affects a Spanish accent
and professes his love for the city in
her native language. She smiles and
laughs as she exits the store.
Glover explains he is saddened by
the closing of the stores location. He
will miss this kind of interaction.
As the owner of the store, Glover
is aware he owns a business in
which having a conversation with
his customers is just a natural part
of the interaction. He has a right
to ask what people are reading and
recommend and direct them to new
literature.
Glover has nothing but kind
words for the customers diat come
into the store.
"You can't make a long time cus-
tomer feel guilty for now keeping
you stay afloat," he sighs.
Olivia can be reached
hernandez@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Used bookstores have become a rare commodity in the Seattle area. Horizon Books is set to close its
doors by the end of March and will merge with Recollection Books, a store located on 10th Avenue.
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
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Director brings new
passion to old classic
Shine agreed to di-
rect the play last
spring, but after the
death of her children's
high school friend, she was
even more compelled to bring
this classic story of violence and
healing to Seattle U,
"I suddenly feel like this vio-
lence is touching us again in our
beautiful, serene, seemingly bucolic
Seattle, with kids killing each oth-
er," Shine says. "That comes from
a social rage that we're not touch-
ing and the play demands you to
look at that and demands you to
see what you are sacrificing."
She says she's amazed more
people aren't out protesting for
greater gun control to address the
high number of shootings in the
Central District.
"I'm mad at myselffor not being
able to do that," Shine says. "So,
I'll do 'Romeo & Juliet' and hope
to touch people and change lives
that way."
Shine's own life has been shaped
andchanged by Shakespeare. Shebe-
came enamored with his workwhen
her mother took her to see "Romeo
& Juliet." She began her profes-
sional training right out of high
school at the Pacific Conservatory
of Performing Arts in California
and received her bachelor's in fine
arts from the University of
Washington's acting program.
Going straight into profes-
sional training was hard for the
young Shine, who was only 19
in a program with 25-year-olds.
She says she had little transi-
tion to adulthood, but her drive
and key mentors led her down a
successful path.
"My mentor [from training
school] said you can only be a great
actor ifyouplay thegreat roles,and all
the great roles are in Shakespeare,"
Shine says.
Shine has worked at theaters in
Seattle, Idaho, New Mexico, New
Jerseyand Texas, to name a few, but
decided that she had more to say
that shecouldn't say from the stage.
She found the next stage ofher life
in directing.
Seattle Us production of
"Romeo & Juliet" includes con-
temporary elements: the play opens
withrap and the costuming is a mix
ofElizabethan and modern design.
But Shine says these elements were
merely added to segue the 400-
year-old past to the present.
"You don't have to do anything
fancy with them [Shakespeare's
plays]. They are so rich, my God
get out of the way and do the play,"
Shine says.
She and her students are us-
ing the Neil Freeman first folio,
which includes many of the clues
needed to understand Shakespeare's
linguistic nuances. But master-
ing the language took several 8
hour workshops.
Damian Peterson, senior drama
majorwho plays Romeo in the play,
says he's been reading and acting
Shakespeare for years and some-
times feels he still doesn't know a
thing. But Shine has helped him
to pick up on ways to deliver the
language.
"She can be intimidating,
but that's part of her focus,"
Peterson says. "She's an absolute
sweetheart."
Ki Gottberg, a drama profes-
sor, has known Shine since they
attended graduate school together
and has nothing but admiration for
her colleague.
"She's been around the block and
I'm sure she's kicking [the students']
butts," Gottberg says. "Stephanie is
definitely a survivor. She's made a
career for herself."
Shine says that while she does
have to teach while she directs, she
doesn't coddle her students. She is
adamant though that studentactors
must have some form of support
when they are young and trying to
find their way.
"You at least need someone be-
lieving in you because this business
will beat you up and chew you up
and spit you out," Shine says.
For a mother oftwo who gets up
at 6 a.m. and works all night with
Seattle U students, the language
of Shakespeare is enough to push
her on.
"This play has it all. Besides
having some of the most glorious
words ever written, it's a play that
should leave us devastated and
hopeful at the same time," Shine
says. "Devastated at sacrifice and
hopeful that people can change and
see the light. Shakespeare always
gives you hope. He never leaves
you in the dark."
Emily can be reached at
hotel©seattleu.edu
[...] this business
will beat you up
and chew you up
and spit you out.
Stephanie Shine
Director
"Romeo & Juliet"
was Shine's first
Shakespearean love.
entertainment
Backstage busy work keeps
performance running strong
Pauline Diaz
VolunteerWriter
With "Romeo & Juliet's" sword
fights, romance and quick physical
comedy, it's hard for an audience
to get past the roles of the actors.
However, as one of the biggest and
most involved productions in the
Lee Center's short three-year his-
tory, this latest production has been
a test for the crew and designers
as well.
"I don't think people realize
how many people work behind
the scenes," says Hannah Reid, a
freshmen anthropology major who
works on lighting for this produc-
tion. "It's really a group effort."
Sean Shannon, a junior theater
major, acts in the play and has also
been helping to build sets.
Shannon says crew members
usually work in the Lee Center
five days a week, on top of their
course loads.
"[For] some students it's 10
hours [a week], some it's 15, maybe
even 20, depending on how busy
we are," he says.
Many of these students aren't
theater majors and dedicate the
long hours simply to pursue a per-
sonal interest.
"We have nursing students
and humanities students and lib-
eral arts students," says Nanette
Acosta, a professional guest in the
costume shop who has been assist-
ing with technical work as well as
shop managing.
The varied backgrounds of
student technicians paired with
the wide professional experience
of the designers and managers
creates a learning experience for
everyone involved.
"They don't necessarily come
in completely understanding
how to be an electrician or
how to be a scene carpenter,"
says Bob Boehler, production
manager for the performance, "but
it is teaching."
Even before the crew started
work on the first day of winter
quarter, the production was in
the works since December, when
first drafts of designs for lighting,
sound, set, props and costumes
were developed.
HarmonyArnold, a professor of
Fine Arts at Seattle University and
costume designer for the produc-
tion, says the designers would meet
with each other and the director to
unify an understanding ofwhat the
play would communicate.
"You would talk about ... what
you want to say by doing the play,"
says Arnold. "What is the overall
look of the show? What kind of
feelings are you trying to create?
What kind of story do you want
to tell?"
The team must ensure their de-
signs don't clash visually and that
they enhance the central message.
"It's just like a big mathematical
word problem," Arnold says, "and
you're all coming at it from differ-
ent perspectives to help each other
solve the problem."
These efforts often go relatively
unnoticed, since some of their ef-
fectiveness focuses on subtlety.
"You can use differentblendings
of colors to try and show summer
or winter, night or morning," Reid
says, "but the thing about lighting
is that you're not supposed to no-
tice it. If it just adds more to it so
that it's more realistic, then people
should notice even less."
Such finesse is strived for in ev-
ery aspect of the production, down
to the shape of the stage and audi-
ence seating.
This production will use a
"raked stage," which is slightly
sloped with the lowest part toward
the front, resulting in not only an
illusion of greater physical depth
but also an in-your-face feel. With
the audience on three sides of the
stage, the play becomes a truly
interactive experience.
"On one side, you get one view
of the fights and what goes on from
the Montague perspective and on
the other side the Capulet perspec-
tive," Shannon says. "It's almost
like you're cheering on one side or
you're cheering on the other."
With Romeo and Juliet, the de-
signers also mixed old-world and
modern styles to emphasize the un-
dying themes in the play such as
gang violence, passion and youth.
From sound to costume, these
touches connect the audience with
the story.
"It's going to become more
about who these characters are, and
not when they were," Arnold says.
Arnold makes it a point to com-
municate with the actors when fine-
tuning her designs for them.
"I always have a talk with actors
[and ask], 'What are you doing with
your character that's more interest-
ing than the words?'" she says.
Ultimately, the role of the de-
signers and technicians is to bring
out that answer.
Pauline can be reached at
diazm@seattleu.edu
Tech crews work hard
to make theatrical
shows look easy.
Reimagining 'Romeo & Juliet'
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Sword fighting showcased in venue for food fights
Corey Blaustein
A fight broke out at Seattle
University's Student Center Feb.
12. One of the men involved al-
most got thrown off the second
floor balcony to the floor below.
The students who were able to
witness the event stared in disbe-
liefas a few of the men brought out
daggers. Onlookers stared in won-
der at the sceneuntil Shakespearian
language began to be tossed around
by the fighters and it became
clear they were not witnessing a
chaotic brawl between two en-
emies but rather an intense
and intricately staged battle be-
tween five actors.
As a means of promoting the
Lee Center's production of"Romeo
& Juliet," members of the cast de-
cided to show off their stage fight-
ing skills in front of a live and un-
suspecting audience. Since sword
fighting plays a significant role in
Shakespearian tragedy, the actors
have been working closely with
Seattle U's stage righting professor
Matt Orme in preparation for the
play. The actors practiced the art
of creating realistic, yet safe fight
scenes since the beginning ofwin-
ter quarter.
"Each fight has a little story
within its context," Orme, an
adjunct professor of fine arts ,
explains.
As a stage-fighting choreogra-
pher, Orme's job is to make these
fights and their stories come alive
within the boundaries of the play.
While the audience wants move-
ment and action, each fight scene
cannot be a free-for-all due to is-
sues of safety for both actors and
spectators. Good communication
with the director and set designer
is essential for a well executed fight
scene, Orme says.
"It's more about blending the
moves with the acting," Orme ex-
plains, and while he notes that a
talented sword fighter is impres-
sive on his or her own, the ability
to create a realistic story of their
actions requires the ability to act,
and act well.
Many of "Romeo & Juliet's"
actors have taken Orme's move-
ment class and understand the
physical aspects of stage fight-
ing. While the punches and
kicks may be staged, contact
between bodies is still made to
make the moves seem realistic.
"Now that we are running
the fights, it's very exhaust-
ing," says Damian Peterson,
a senior drama major. "I am
definitely bruised from doing this
show but I love it."
Like dance choreography, the
actors first acquire a set of skills
that will provide them with the
building blocks for performing
swashbuckling scenes. Learning
how to attack and parry or
block attacks from the opponent
is the basis ofeven the most intri-
cate fight scenes.
"We had to get the moves
into our body first," says Joshua
Holguin, a freshman drama ma-
jor and cast member for "Romeo
& Juliet." Holguin said after the
actors become comfortable with
the movements of taking falls and
attacking with fists and daggers,
the creative part of stage fighting
begins.
Moving around the set and tak-
ing advantage ofspatial situations,
such as a staircase, turns punches,
blocks and the clinking of swords
into an art form that can dazzle an
audience.
"Romeo & Juliet's" swordplay
can be seen in action Feb. 19-
March 1 at the Lee Center.
Corey can be reached at
Blaustei@seattleu.edu
Staff Writer
The fights [are] very
exhausting [...] I am
definitely bruised from
doing this show.
Damian Peterson
Senior Drama Major
JessicaIshmael The Spectator
The cast of "Romeo & Juliet" was trained in more than just Shake-
spearean accents; they also learned to engage in armed combat.
Jessica Ishmael The Spectator
In theStudent Center Feb. 12, diners were treated to the family feuding
between Montague and Capulet in addition to their regular meals.
Costumers look backward to be fashion forward
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer
Though it was first performed
over 400 years ago, "Romeo &
Juliet" has had remarkable stay-
ing power in the world of theater.
Seattle University's drama depart-
menthas decided to tackle the pro-
duction this quarter, and they are
cutting their take from the fabric
of the original—literally.
The Lee Center's production of
Shakespeare's "Romeo & Juliet" is
planning to not only have tradi-
tional costumes of the time butalso
incorporatemodern fashion into its
clothing. The long and hectic pro-
cess offinding, creating and fitting
diese outfits for theproduction's 23
cast members has been the duty of
Harmony Arnold, adjunct professor
ofFine Arts at Seattle University,
and her team ofcostumers.
With a passion for fashion and
drive to teach, she has been behind
the costuming for every Seattle U
production since 2006.
"Romeo & Juliet" provided a
major challenge for costuming, as
director Stephanie Shine wanted
to bring modern aspects into
Shakespeare's timeless tale. As un-
believable as it may seem, Arnold
notes that Italian Renaissance fash-
ion has shown its face in today's
'couture.'
Arnold explains that much
of the fashion during the Italian
Renaissance is being brought back
into today's fashion world. For ex-
ample, the concept oflayering first
came out of "Romeo & Juliet's"
time, as did the donning of fash-
ionable scarves.
It is even rumored that dur-
ing the Italian Renaissance an ac-
tual fashion police squad existed,
taxing the head of households if
they did not wear an appropriate
wardrobe.
These trivial tidbits ofinforma-
tion about fashion and culture are
something that Arnold really en-
joys. Her love for the theater comes
from the unique challenges faced in
every production.
"I love working in theater,"
Arnold says. "It's quick and it's in-
tense and then it's over."
Arnold teaches a History of
Costume course at Seattle U; it's a
CORE Fine Arts class available for
any student to take.
"[The class] allows others to
get a chance to have a retreat from
theirmajors," Arnold says. In fact,
many of her students help out in
the costuming department during
rehearsals.
"The modernized psfrts of the
show are located mainly in the
costuming and the music of the
production," says Annie Murphy,
a senior English major and design
assistant for the show.
Rain boots, jean jackets and flan-
nel mix in with ItalianRenaissance
garb to create a unique hybrid fash-
ion ofmodern radical clothing and
traditional dresses to help close the
gap between the time ofShakespeare
and the time oftoday. Arnold, with
plenty of costuming experience
with the Seattle Repertory Theatre
and Seattle Shakespeare Company,
has wrangled students, her friends
and former colleagues into help-
ing with the costumes design and
construction.
Some ofthe garments were bor-
rowed or donated from the Seattle
Rep and Seattle Shakespeare Co.
while others were constructed on
site at the Lee Center. A lot of the
materials were bought at Value
Village and Goodwill, which
adds local style culture into the
production.
"I love the fact that I get to go
thrift shopping for my work," says
Murphy.
Corey can be reached at
Blaustei@seattleu .edu
The concept of
layering first came from
"Romeo & Juliet's" era.
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Seattle University's drama department will put a new spin on Shake-
speare's classic, mixing the old and new worlds together on stage.
Northwest novelists gets real
Katie Farden
Staff Writer
It's 4 a.m. Bainbridge Island
lies quietly in the Puget Sound.
It is still hours before the stream
of florescent car headlights of
Seattle-bound commuters will
start to snake down windy for-
ested roads toward ferry loading
docks. Novelist David Guterson
rises from bed.
Immediately, he begins
to write.
"The key thing for me," he
says, "is to go immediately from
sleep and dreams into the fic-
tional world, without this world
intervening. I have to keep the
real world from meddling in my
imagination."
David Guterson has be-
come an icon for contempo-
rary Northwest literature. A
Seattle native, he is an essayist, poet
and novelist.
Most notable among
Guterson's fiction is "Snow Falling
on Cedars," which won the
American Booksellers Association
Book of the Year Award and the
PEN/FaulknerAward.
Since"Snow Falling on Cedars,"
Guterson has written "The
Drowned Son" (1996), "East of
the Mountains" (1999) and "Our
Lady of the Forest" (2003) and
"The Other" (2008).
Many ofhis fiction works are set
in the Pacific Northwest. Guterson
has explored environmental issues
in non-fiction essays.
Currently working on his fifth
full-length fiction novel, Guterson
says that today he focuses "strictly
on books." He says it was his love
of the short story, however, that
spurred him to become an author.
Guterson remembers his
junior year at University of
Washington, when he took a class
in short fiction writing. He said
he enjoyed learning the craft of
fiction free from the huge commit-
ment a novel entails.
"It's better to learn in the con-
text ofa short story," he says. "You
make mistakes, but you can learn
from them quickly."
Guterson was crafting short fic-
tion pieces and doing freelance non-
fiction pieces for Sports Illustrated
and Harper's Magazine when he ac-
cepted a position teaching English
at Bainbridge Island High School
in 1984.
He says he fondly remembers
extrapolating meaning from liter-
ary works with his class.
"I particularly enjoyed dissecting
poems line by line with my class,"
he says. "For a writer to be con-
fronted everyday with both litera-
ture and people was invaluable."
Still teaching on Bainbridge,
Guterson wrote the story collec-
tion "The Country Ahead of Us,
the Country Behind Us" in 1989.
The Pacific Northwest also serves
as the backdrop for the collection's
short fiction pieces.
Guterson says fiction writing,
much like teaching, is a vehicle he
can use to obtain a deep sense of
connectivity with others.
"When I develop a character,"
he explains, "I start by asking what
it is like to be me. I'm convinced
there is a large area of human ex-
perience we all share, so character
development is giving your own
humanness to the characters."
Guterson also says fiction writ-
ing endows him with more cre-
ative freedom than non-fiction
writing permits.
"When I was writing non-
fiction," he says, "I felt like I
had to be authoritative. I felt a
strong need to gather an immense
number of facts, to the point
where I was hearing the same thing
over and over again, so I had the
field covered."
Fiction is a different ball game
for him.
"With fiction you're liberated
from those concerns," he says, a
grin creeping onto his face. "You
make it up."
Guterson has been married
to his wife Robin for the past
30 years.
The couple has spent time in
several continents, including a
four-month stint in Germany,
where they lived out of a van with
then two-month-oldson Taylor.
Guterson said returning from
Europe, he gained a fresh perspec-
tive on the Northwest.
"I realized that I lived in a place
[Seattle] that had very little his-
tory, Europe made me very aware
of that," he says. "I was glad to be
in a place that was inventing itself.
It has made Seattle an incredibly
alive place to be in the last 20 or
so years."
Guterson still lives on
Bainbridge Island with Robin
and his two daughters, 15 year-
old Angelica and 9 year-old
Yerusalem. Guterson and Robin
also have three grown sons, 27
year-old Taylor, 25 year-old Travis
and 21 year-old Henry.
On a sunny day at his home
on Bainbridge, Guterson says
he sometimes spends afternoons
tending to his family's backyard
garden. Angelica and Yerusalem
sell the family's fruits, vegeta-
bles and lavender at a children's
farmer's market.
On many Sundays, his family
can be found dining at their favor-
ite pan-African restaurant in down-
town Seattle on First Avenue.
Guterson's life is not all
leisure, however.
He is still rising at the crack of
dawn working on the manuscript
for his fifth novel. His forthcoming
book is more plot driven, he says.
Like the preceding four, the Pacific
Northwest will serve as the serene
backdrop for the action.
He shows no anxietyover finish-
ing the novel.
For Guterson, creating fiction is
far more rewarding than seeing his
story as a polished work in print.
"Nothing about the publishing
process is as exciting as the writ-
ing," he says.
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
When I develop a
character, I start
by asking what it
is like to be me.
David Guterson
Novelist
Clara Ganey The Spectator
Though his novels and various other literary creations have received mass acclaim, David Guterson's life
on Bainbridge Island is one full of family bonding, quiet contemplation, fiction writing and fruit picking.
Counselor balances
band and business
Elizabeth Dold
Staff Writer
Seattle University Admissions
counselor Matt Bishop does more
than just review student applica-
tions. He's also the lead singer
of the band Hey Marseilles, who
were recently invited to play
at South by Southwest 2009
as part of the SX Seattle party.
Bishop's double life enables him
to simultaneously pursue his
two passions: counseling students
and making music.
"I'm ordinarily an introvert-
ed, shy, awkward-type guy," said
Bishop. "Performing allows me to
kind ofstick my neck out there."
Bishop began working at Seattle
U in August of 2007, about a
month before Hey Marseilles be-
gan performing. Bishop noted the
two pursuits are difficult to juggle,
but he has no qualms with the bal-
ancing act.
"It's tough for anybody to bal-
ance passion and what employs
them," Bishop said. "Unfortunately
the reality is that everyone has a real
job. Most well known artists, un-
less signed to a major label, still
work. Luckily, I really like working
for SU."
Despite the challenge his bal-
ancing act presents, Bishop finds
the two experiences complement
each other..
"With my job, I travel around
the U.S., and I write a fair amount
about traveling, movement and
place," Bishop said. "The things
I experience and lands I see often
make their way into my lyrics."
Originally from Snohomish,
Wash., Bishop has made a home
in Seattle and plans to stay.
"I probably won't be leaving for
a while. It's pretty interesting to be
a musician and meet people com-
ing through," Bishop said. "A lot of
people who grow up here don't re-
alize how supportive the arts com-
munity is. It's a pretty fun place to
be a musician."
Bishop said Hey Marseilles falls
under the self-titled genre "fol-
kestra," a blend of folk, orchestra
and pop. With seven members, the
band has a variety of influences,
from the indie folk band Beirut
to jazz to Damien Jurado. Bishop
stresses though he is the lead singer
and writes most of the lyrics, the
songwriting is entirely a collabora-
tive effort.
The band's first album, "To
Travels & Trunks," was released
last August at a CD release party
at Neumos which was attended by
around 400 people. In a period of
two years, the band went from play-
ing their first show at a company
barbecue for the accordion player
to being on the cusp ofselling out
at the Tractor Tavern.
Hey Marseilles secured a spot
on Seattle Sound's "Top 10 Bands
to Watch for 2008" and a top 10
listing on Seattle's 3imaginarygirls.
corn's "Top Northwest Release of
2008 Readers Poll." The band has
also received airtime on KEXP.
The band was honored and sur-
prised at the invitation to play at
South by Southwest, where they
will perform March 18-22. Other
upcoming performances include a
gig at Neumos Feb. 19 and a show
at the Tractor on March 6.
Bishop has been playing solo
shows since high school, but
Hey Marseilles is his first legiti-
mate band. He is a University of
Washington graduate and worked
in admissions there for a year be-
fore coming to Seattle U. He was
originally going to major in pre-
med and Latin, but he decided
he was horrible in both subjects
and switched his major to English,
a lifelong passion.
Bishop's educational back-
ground filters into his lyrics,
which have received the praise of
many critics.
"Melancholy cello and viola har-
monies underscoring poetic mean-
derings about love and loneliness,
God and Dostoevsky make these
guys worth keeping an eye on,"
said Wilson Diehl of the Seattle
Metropolitan.
"I feel like I wouldn'tbe writing
ifI didn't think people wouldbe re-
sponding to it," Bishop said. "And
when I saypeople, I mean one per-
son somewhere. Being able to make
music that people appreciate and
listen to is what it's all about."
Elizabeth can be reached at
dolde@Seattleu.edu
Bishop describes
his band as being a
"folkestra" group.
Clara Ganey * ■ The Spectator
An Admissions counselorby day, Matt Bishop spends his nights prac-
ticing with his band Hey Marseilles, which is gaining critical acclaim.
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NYC noise-pop band laments sexual purity on debut
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor
In the world of independent
music, the easiest way for a band
to seem forward thinking is often
for them to look backward. Some
ofthe most critically acclaimed in-
die records of the last decade have
all prescribed to this formula; the
Hold Steady's "Boys And Girls In
America" drew heavily from the
back catalogs ofBruce Springsteen
and was almost universally be-
loved. Radiohead's self-released
"In Rainbows" was hailed as be-
ing the most Radiohead-sounding
Radiohead record since 1995's "The
Bends." Fleet Foxes' self-titled de-
but ended2008 as the number one
album on hype.com, an web site
which forms its ratings based on
those of thousands of other criti-
cal sources, and it was a record that
seamlessly blended theAmericana-
rock textures ofCrosby, Stills, Nash
and Young with the harmony-laden
pastiche of the Beach Boys' "Pet
Sounds."
New York's The Pains of Being
Pure at Heart understand this mu-
sical formula perfectly. Their self-ti-
tled debut is a shamelesshomage to
all of their musical heroes; it fuses
the moody pop melodies of '80s-
era The Cure with the punk pro-
duction of The Ramones and the
lyrical exuberance of The Smiths,
and it wears its musical influences
bare on its sleeves.
The musical recidivism dis-
played by POBPAH is not unique
to the band, however. They are sim-
ply the latest addition to a batch
bands from the New York City
music scene who have in the last
year released debuts which chan-
nel a 10-fi, old school pop revival-
ism. Vivian Girls did it with their
self-titled debut, which barely span
22 minutes (their music apes the
Ramones). Crystal Stilts did it on
last year's "Alight OfNight," whose
echo-y production recalls the work
of Phil Spector. WOMEN'S self-
titled 2008 debut draws from the
same source material as "Alight Of
Night," but its delivery is even more
stripped down (the band might ac-
tually be the living reincarnation of
theVU).
But none of the handful ofNew
York City noise-pop bands seems
to have perfected the formula as
well as POBPAH. Their songs
play like practices in both brevity
and breadth of concept; the band
manages to cram dense lyrics into
musical spaces that generally don't
breach the three-minute mark.
The album's production lacks
the polish of even modern punk
records like The Gaslight Anthem's
"The '59 Sound," but POBPAH's
four-track fidelity manages to
come off sounding charming more
often than it does audacious and
antagonizing.
POBPAH also traffic well in an-
other one ofmodern indie music's
go-to tropes: irony. In spite oftheir
name, the band's songs brim with
sexual tension, and theirlyrics have
more in common with "Lolita"
than with "How to Win Friends
and Influence People."
Standout track "Young Adult
Friction" notes this lyrical paradox;
the song's name puns offa typically
prude genre of literature, and its
lyrics show the perversity implicit
within intelligence as the song's
narrative follows its protagonist
trying to seduce a study buddy at
the library whose attire is too sexy
for academia.
Likewise, "ThisLove Is F***ing
Right!" is a song about two re-
bellious teenagers knowing each
other in the most carnal of terms;
it sounds like a Romeo and Juliet
story until the listener realizes the
love affair is incestuous.
The Pains ofBeing Pureat Heart
are a band obsessed with perversi-
ty—of sound, song structure, and
storytelling. The band's members
are anything but pure, but their
corruption seems to make their
music more sincere than so many
other boy-girl harmony bands
around today.
Beneath the album's jagged and
angular guitar solos and grainy pro-
duction there lies a pop gem the
likes of which have almost been
forgotten in the modern music era,
which often seems obsessed with
pushing the envelope to understand
that looking back can sometimesbe
the simplest solution to the prob-
lem ofcrafting a distinct sound.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
On the reel
Stephanie Rancier
Just not into "He's Just Not
That Into You"
The Battalion, Texas A&M
Imagine answering a late night
phone call from an audibly dis-
traught friend who is crying about
how it's been five days since she
gave her number to the most re-
cent love of her life.
Do you A - tell your friend the
guy most likely has no interest in
her; or B - make up a ridiculous
story involving an injury that
would make dialing her number
physically impossible. "He's Just
Not That Into You" deals with
this and many other dating dilem-
mas from both sides of the gender
spectrum.
Gigi (Ginnifer Goodwin) has
been brainwashed since she was
a litde girl on a playground with
the idea that being treated badly
by a guy means he really likes
her. Unfortunately, that tidbit of
misinformation turned Gigi into
the epitome of desperation and
cluelessness.
To make matters worse,
Gigi's two friends, Beth (Jennifer
Aniston) and Janine (Jennifer
Connelly) encourage her distorted
expectations by reassuring her that,
in every situation, Gigi is right and
every guy is wrong. During one of
her stalking expeditions, in which
she "accidentally" bumps into
whichever date has yet to call her,
Gigi meets a man who is about to
change her life with one simple
phrase.
Alex (Justin Long) owns a res-
taurant, where he sees Gigi waiting
at the bar. After some light con-
versation, in which Gigi tells Alex
she's waitingfor a date, Alex realiz-
es the date she's "waitingfor" is his
friend Connor (Kevin Connolly),
whom Alex knows is not coming
to the bar.
After the embarrassing truth
is revealed, Gigi begins to pick
Alex's brain about the rules of
dating from a mans perspective.
Alex tells Gigi that if a guy likes
her, he will make a point to see or
call her, which, according to Alex,
is a generalization with very few
exceptions. Alex candidly declares
that Gigi, like most women, is the
rule, not the exception.
The most obvious problem in
"He's Just Not That Into You" is
the insanely crowded cast with
never-ending appearances from
A-list actors. Most films have only
two stars who receive at least seven
figures for every film, so imagining
the budget for a film with more
than eight big-name stars is mind-
boggling. The next problem stems
from die first - how is a 129-min-
ute romantic comedy supposed to
allow for enough screen time to de-
velop eight main characters while
smoothingout a complicated story
and connecting those characters in
one complete story?To be as blunt
as the title, it doesn't at all.
The main story line, though
not horribly obvious, is about
Goodwin's character as she des-
perately looks for love in all the
wrong places. The main story
consists of at least five other in-
teresting sub-plots, which makes
remembering who's who and how
all the characters are connected
rather difficult. Despite ijhe ongo-
ing problems with a jam-packed
plot and celebrity-filled cast, the
movie is very entertaining.
The film version of the blundy
titled self-help book is definitely
not lacking in problems - "He's
Just Not That Into You" is like
that weird soup your mom made
while cleaning outthe refrigerator;
it's not bad, there are just too many
ingredients, which makes defining
it almost impossible.
Goodwin and Long's charac-
ters make for a fun, light-hearted
comedy, which is interrupted
by a heavy dose of pathos in
Connelly's character. Connelly
seems to be in a different movie
with her dramatic acting skills be-
ing put to an awkward use in a
genre that firmly believes in hap-
pily ever afters.
The overall film is definitely in
the same realm ofthe 'chick flick,
genre, but not quite. The first half
is budding on insulting to women
by seeming to claim that all wom-
en are ditzy, man-crazed idiots
who will stop at nothing to find a
relationship. As the film begins to
show the desperate and silly side
of men, the insulting stereotypes
begin to make a little more sense
as comedic tools. "He's Just Not
That Into You" may not win any
awards fornarrative consciousness,
but it offers plenty of laughs and
insight, both upbeat and dark, for
both sexes.
"Shopaholic" tackles crisis
USA Today's Claudia Puig
pegged a recentmovie as "the most
ill-timed and appallingly insulting
movie in recent memory;" Could
it be the torture and vigilantism-
advocating "Taken?" Or perhaps
"Pink Panther 2," for ... existing?
The offender is actually
"Confessions of a Shopaholic," a
bubbly cocktail that is, in reality,
about as offensive as a marshmal-
low. Yet, USATodays movie critic
isn't the only one who has a bone
to pick with this harmlessly by-the-
numbers romantic comedy—The
San Francisco Chronicle calls the
timing of the movie "downright
perverse." The New Republic says
it "teeters between escapism and
insult."
This seems unfair. Like many
other un-single men, I spent
Valentine's night in a showing of
"Confessions," but I didn't leave
the theater more offended than
afterany number ofequally forget-
table slices of tripe. If you haven't
seen the movie and worry that
you're in the tiny percentile that
could actually be surprised by its
ending, beware—the defense is
presenting evidence that contains
spoilers.
The charge by the prosecu-
tion is that "Confessions" glorifies
consumerist addictions, endorsing
the acquisition ofcouture by any
means necessary. I disagree. For all
its pop, sparkleand glam, die mov-
ie is a step in the right direction
for aspiringfashionistas. Unlike its
predecessors, such as "Sex and the
City," it has some semblance ofa
conscience.
"Sex and the City* is a world
of couture without consequence,
where women like Carrie Bradshaw
can afford to live in fabulous rent-
controlled Upper East Side brown-
stones, snatching up Manolos as if
they don't cost $700 a pair.
Like Bradshaw, the hero-
ine of "Confessions," Rebecca
Bloomwood (Isla Fisher), is a
working journalist with an insa-
tiable, near-erotic passion for fash-
ion—the only difference is that if
Bradshaw existed in the real world,
she too would be long buried un-
der a mountain ofconsumer debt
for her indulgences.
Why, then, does "Sex" get a free
pass? According toRottenTomatoes.
com, it received almost exactly as
many positive reviews as negative,
easily trumping the widely skew-
ered "Confessions." It seems that
Bloomwood really can't catch a
break, whether receiving damning
reviews, evading debt collectors or
trying to impress her mega-hottie
new boss. Precedent suggests that
critics should spare "Confessions"
the death sentence on the grounds
of being simple-minded chick lit
turned chick flick.
The verdict? "Confessions" is
too realistic. True, the movies plot
is actually about as realistic as an
episode of "The Flintstones," but
the devil is in the details—and
probably in Prada.
Bloomwood is heavy in debt.
She's afraid to answer the phone
because she's out of excuses for
thebill collectors. Critics purport
that they are offended at her dire
circumstances being played for
laughs, but the true reason critics
have made this movie a scapegoat
is the seriousness of Bloomwood s
dilemma—a seriousness from
which the movie surprisingly
doesn't shy away.
At the end of the movie, the
only recourse she has to settle her
debts is to sell all her belongings.
She loses all her worldly pos-
sessions to dig herself out of the
mess she created with consumer
greed. Not nearly as cute as ro-
mancing her boss with a tango or
Other shenanigans—it's tragically
true to life, a shocking reminder
in Bloomwood's land of make-
believe that some problems have
only painful solutions.
Thus, I rest my case. Familiar
rom-com tropes and silly plot not-
withstanding, "Confessions" isn't
the worst-reviewed movie of the
weekend because it makes light of
a national financial crisis — it's be-
cause its ending is eerily prescient
ofthe difficult decisions ahead for
all of us.
It might not be offensive, but it
sure isn't much fun, either.
Questions? Comments?
Contact The Spectator at
spectator@seattleu.edu
Tom Vanßuren
The Pitt News, U. Pittsburgh
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Men's basketball finishes perfect home season, 73-59
Kevin Atchley
VolunteerWriter
The Seattle University men's
basketball team finished its per-
fect home season in fashion with
a win over University of South
Dakota 73-59 on senior night.
The Redhawks' win capped a per-
fect home season of 10-0 and lifted
their record to 16-6, while the loss
dropped the Coyotes to 18-7. The
win also kept the Redhawks' win-
ning streak alive at eight games.
The game was played Saturday
night in front of a crowd of874 in
the Connolly Center.
Seattle U Athletics honored se-
niors Michael Wright, Shaun Burl,
Leigh Swanson and Austen Powers
before tip-off. The four players
started their last game on their
home court.
"This is real big. We're going to
look back years on this and real-
ize we left [our home court] with a
'W'," Wright said.
The Coyotes seemed unaffected
by the pregame ceremonies and
raced out to an early 8-0 lead, high-
lighted with 3-pointers by Dylan
Grimsley and Louie Krogman.
Seattle U's Chris Gweth had other
plans for the Redhawks and an-
swered back with a 3-pointer ofhis
own, which led to a Redhawks' 9-0
scoring run to put the home team
back in the game with a 9-8 lead.
Gweth launched five 3-pointers
throughout the game and con-
nected on three of those; good for
nine points, two rebounds and
two of the Redhawks 19 assists of
the night.
The game seesawed back and
forth and was even as close as a
36-31 Redhawks' lead with three
minutes left in the first half.
The Redhawks made sure the
Coyotes didn't get any closer
than that as they went on a 24-9
scoring run over the next nine
and a half minutes to put them
up for good with 60-40 in the
second half.
Wright led the scoring for the
Redhawks with 19 points, eight re-
bounds, one assist and two steals.
Wright was Bof 13 from the field
and made threeoffour free throws.
Wright emphasized his team's suc-
cess at home was due in large part
to the supportive crowd.
"We have great fan, student and
family support here, and it gives us
extra energy when we're playing,"
Wright said.
Team captain Burl also at-
tributed his team's success to the
home crowd.
"The guys have been playing a
while here and are comfortable in
the gym," Burl said. "The crowd
support picks you up and gives
you a boost."
Burl was two of three shoot-
ing from the field and finished
with four points, eight assists and
one steal.
Although the home season is
over, the Redhawks still have six
games remaining. They travel to
Cheney, Wash. Feb. 24 and North
Dakota and South Dakota the week
after before returning to Seattle to
cross the Montlake Cut and play
the University of Washington.
They finish the season in the North
Dakota Tournament March 7
and 8.
Seattle.U headcoach Joe Callero
said his team will look to build on
the eight-game winning streak
heading into the final games of the
season—all played on the road.
"Winning solves small prob-
lems," Callero said. "Our team gets
an opportunity to spend the next
three weeks together on the road,
and I'm very grateful for that."
Callero attributed his team's
flawless success at home to the
crowd and fans.
"We have great student support
here, and as a result are comfortable
in our own facility," Callero said.
"Our goal was to win 80 percent
of our home games, and we ended
up winning 100 percent."
Earning.a win at the last home
game of someone's collegiate ca-
reer is important in any sport, said
Wright and Burl.
"I couldn't ask for a better way
to end it," Burl added.
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
The guys have been
playing a while here
and are comfortable
in the gym.
Shaun Burl
Redhawks Senior Point Guard
Joshua Lynch TheSpectator
Senior forward Michael Wright led the Redhawks on Senior Night.
Seattle U cheer team gets 'fired up' for MTV competition
Eric Gordon
StaffWriter
Seattle University's cheer team
says they've received a lot of atten-
tion recently. But they could earn
some national attention —plus a
little cash—if they get fired up.
Most recently the cheer team
competed in a contest held by
MTV in a promotional move for
the new movie "Fired Up!" The
team was transformed last year
from a club sport into a rec sport
which, according to team member
Jamie Richardson, changed its cred-
ibility and the level of interest in
the team.
"Our preparation for the compe-
tition was very last minute, but we
managed to throw together a brand
new routine in one practice," said
Richardson, sophomore journalism
major and cheer team member. "We
were very excited to have won."
The cheer team won a re-
gional bout that took place at the
Southcenter Mall. The team is at
the end of a nation wide com-
petition against teams from Las
Vegas, Miami, San Francisco, New
York City, Washington, D.C. and
Chicago. Though voting for the
competition closed Feb. 16, videos
of the teams' performances can be
viewed at dance.mtv.com/firedup.
The winner will be announced
Feb. 20.
Even with 24 other teams com-
peting Richardson remains optimis-
tic about the team's chance to win a
$5,000 cash prize.
"It's hard to know our chances
of winning the grand prize because
voting ranks are secret," Richardson
said. "But our routine is sharp, clean
and original, which our team prides
itself on."
But the cheer team isn't the
only part of the SU Spirit Squad
that's garnered fans and attention
recently. The dance team, a group
that also performs at many Seattle
U home games, has recently entered
a Seattle-wide competition against
other dance groups, put on by
Seattle Swagger Live Entertainment
Group, entitled "Seattle Show
Stoppers." The event is a hip-hop
dance competition in the vein of
"America's Best Dance Crew." In
this competition the teams don't
have to be affiliated withany school
or university. According to Danielle
Gonzales, a member of Seattle U's
dance team, the performances dur-
ing theJan. 1 men's basketball game
really put them in the spotlight.
"I think our team has anexcellent
opportunity in the competition,"
said Gonzales, junior marketing
major, of the cheer team's competi-
tion. "It's already a huge honor to be
asked to be in the competition and
a great accomplishment to make it
to the semifinals."
Kate Kelly, Spirit Squad
Coordinator, oversees the coaches
of both the dance team and the
cheer team, in addition to Seattle
U's mascot Rudy the Redhawk and
the pep band.
"I've been working with cheer
for four seasons, and I am just
extremely proud," Kelly said.
"Dance has come leaps and bounds
in the two-and-a-half seasons I've
been working with them."
"I just am bursting with pride,
and Seattle University should
be too."
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
I think our team has an
excellent opportunity
in the competition.
Danielle Gonzales
SU Dance Team Member
Joshua Lynch TheSpectator
Seattle U's cheer team competed against 24 cheer teams for a chance to win a $5,000 cash prize.
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One of the most sur-
prising aspects of the
Redhawks' winning
streak is that they have
done so with a shortened roster—
only eight players were able to log
minutes out ofthe teams 16players
due to injuries.
"It's a testamentto the girls," said
Redhawks head coach Dan Kriley.
"Even in practices we're shorthand-
ed with only eight or nine people,
and they go out there and work
extremely hard."
These injuries have opened up
minutes for freshman guard Elle
Kerfoot, who kept the Redhawks
afloat in the first half with nine of
the team's 18 points. Kerfoot fin-
ished the game with a career-high
15 points on five of 10 shooting
from behind the arc, four steals and
one block.
"We're tired, so I guess that's a
disadvantage," Kerfoot said. "But
it's good that I'm getting a lot
ofexperience."
In spite of Kerfoot's efforts, the
Coyotes (14-8) were able to push
their biggest lead to 15. Coyotes
senior forward Bridget Yoerger was
especially crucial in accumulating
the early lead as she cashed in 16
points and cleaned the glass with 14
tebounds. The momentum quickly
changed as the Redhawks rattled off
an 18-3 run led by Morrison and
sophomore Breanna Salley. They tal-
lied 13 and 16 respectively.
"They did a nice job ofcounter-
ing what we had planned to run
against them, so we had to change
it up athalftimeand try to get some
stuffgoing toward the hoop," Kriley
said. "Speeding up the game defen-
sively, forcing turnovers and getting
easy buckets allowed us to get back
into the game."
Both teams exchanged baskets
down the final stretch of regulation
before Yoerger banked in a shot to
send the game into overtime. The
Redhawks managed to hang on for
another victory in the extra period,
but that was not the last these two
teams will see of each other, as they
will squareofFin a rematch in South
Dakota later this season.
Jourdan can be reached at
mylesj@seattleu.edu
Sophomore forward Breanna Salley looks to pass against S. Dakota,
Students 'Singled Out' on V-Day
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
The halftime show was far from
the usual fare at the men and wom-
en's double-headerbasketball games
last Saturday. As a part of the new
promotions campaign, the athlet-
ics marketing team, specifically the
minds ofKaitlin Kimura andChris
Cadogan, brainstormed the ideafor
Singled Out.
The dating game ran by nearly
the same rules as the MTV show
from the mid 19905, minus Jenny
McCarthy. MTV's "Singled Out"
featured a man and then a woman
picking a date from a group of 50
people. The contestants wouldcate-
gorically eliminate most ofthe com-
petitors, and ultimately pick their
dates with a series ofquestions.
"I like what the marketing team
is doing, coming up with these
ideas that include everyone," said
Jared Bryan Ferrer, senior market-
ing major. Ferrer co-hosted the
event with RedZone president
Rochelle LeMieux.
The male contestant was lan
Walsh, junioraccounting and finance
major andforward for the men's soc-
cer team. The female contestantwas
Breanna Salley, sophomore forward
for the women's basketball team.
Each chose from about 20 potential
dates from all different graduating
classes to determine who wouldbe
their valentine.
"I think it was funny, and it
was fun working with lan because
we were just kind of winging it,"
said LeMieux, a junior strategic
communications major. "It went
pretty quick."
But even with the fun the
hostess had, the host was feeling
slightly different.
"It was kind of nerve wracking,
I never thought itwould actuallybe
that nerve wracking," Ferrer said.
"But once I was up there it waskind
of fun."
Brought onto the court blind-
folded, Salley and Walsh asked
questions to their vying competi-
tors, eliminating them when they
heard answers they didn't like.
"It was especially heartbreaking
to be eliminated because I didn't
have a valentine," said Kathryn
Burruss, sophomore economics
major. "But there was some stiff
competition, and I think the girl
who did win is more compatible
with lan anyway."
When the contest narrowed
down to four potential dates, the
competition began to get heated.
"The competition was fierce,"
said d'Andre Benjamin, a sopho-
more criminal justice major who
was eliminated in the secondround
but saved by the lifeline/immunity
of the trademark Valentine's Day
gift—a rose. "To be a part of the
top four was even harder, because
that time you had to impress her
with your words."
After the sweeping elimina-
tion rounds in the beginning, the
eliminated competitors strutted by
the chair in the middle of the court
where the contestantsat. In die first
fewrounds the contestantwas given
one rose that they would give to a
suitor they wanted to keep in the
game. This added another facet to
the competition, as both rose recipi-
ents ended up winning the game.
"Just winning it was like a
dream come true," Benjamin said.
"Although I'm not too sure ifwe're
going on any dates."
Walsh, who was approached by
the Athletics Department to take
part in the contest, isn't too sure
about the seriousness of the actual
dates either.
"The date wasn't really the focus
of the event," Walsh said. "It was
just a fun little halftime promo-
tional thing to get people out to the
UW game."
The four final contestants within
each round received free tickets to
the Seattle U and University of
Washington basketball game March
3 at Hec Edmunson Pavilion.
Whether the dates actually hap-
pen or not, contestants and com-
petitors alike had fun on the basket-
ball court ofConnolly last Saturday
evening, to the delight of the large
Valentine's Day crowd.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
Breanna Salley eliminates another round of men on Saturday night.
Hansen breaks record
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
Katie Hansen was ina race against
the clock. The seniordistance runner
for Seattle University shattered the
1.6 kilometer school record she set
her freshman year in a race with only
five other runners, all Seattle U ath-
letes at an indoor track meet at the
University ofPortland Feb. 6.
Hansen, a biology major, typical-
ly runs the 3k or the 5k and said she
is not a middle distance runner—
in other words, die mile isn't really
her race. However, she dropped 19
seconds in her mile, from 5:22.15,
to 5:03.1.
Still, Hansen hopes to im-
prove her time and break the five
minute mark.
"I diink it's doable," Hansensaid.
"But not when I'm running alone."
Since head coach Trisha Steidl be-
gan coaching at Seattle U, Hansen
said she has been improving steadi-
ly. She has been running faster in
January and February than she ran
at the end of last season in May.
Hansen's 5k time was 17:49 last
May and prior to the UW Indoor
Open on Feb. 15, she said her goal
was to break 17 minutes. She had
called this a "reach goal" but ran a
16:57 last weekend.
"I guess that was less ofa reach
goal than I thought," Hansen said.
During the indoor track season
Hansen said the team focused on
strength training and doing higher
mileage base training. The team will
work on fine-tuning its running
skills in the outdoor season. Hansen
said she has difficulty finding a good
pace while running the mile since
she typically runs longer races, and
the mile is not a comfortable pace.
"You just have to tell yourself to
keep pushing it because it hurts the
wholetime," Hansen said. "You have
to tell yourself it's going to be un-
comfortable from the start."
Steidl and Hansen said they
were glad to see the previous record
mile fall.
"She ran the time by herself
and not on a very fast track," Steidl
said. "She can run faster, but it's
nice to have that mark off of the
record board."
Steidl said she has no doubts that
Hansen can improve her time.
"I don't mean to downplay her
efforts," she said. "But she is capable
ofbetter."
Steidl, in her third year with
Seattle U, said she and Hansen have
a strong coach and athlete relation-
ship and respect and trusteach other.
Steidl added that Hansen has been
supportive and helpful since she
came to Seattle U two years ago. She
said it will be especially difficult to
see Hansen's class graduate because
they are the only class left that had
been on the team longer than she
had been there.
"They've been great. They helped
me make the transition that I put
the team through when I started,"
Steidl said.
In addition to the transition of
adjusting to a new coach, Hansen
observed the effects of the transi-
tion to Division I. Last year, she
competed at the NCAA Division II
Championships for track and field.
"[D-I] was exciting until I real-
ized about NCAA championships,"
Hansen said. "Last year was my first
taste at D-II Nationals."
Steidl said its been hard for her
to see Hansen miss the opportunity
to compete at Nationals.
"From a personal and a coaching
standpoint, it really stinks," Steidl
said. "She'd dowell atD-II nationals.
She has experience, and she's a better
athlete than she was last year."
Steidl added that times are the
important matter in track. She said
if a runner has the timesand knows
they could have been there, it's not
the same but offers an amount
of satisfaction.
"The situation is what it is. We're
not thinking about the what-ifs,"
Steidl said. "It doesn't matter. It is
what it is."
Without a conference meet or
nationals to focus on at the end of
the outdoor season, Hansen's big
goal is to qualify for the Stanford
Invitational. Steidl said the competi-
tion will be similar to what it would
be at D-I Nationals. Hansen hopes
to break 17minutes in the sk.
"It's about running fast, getting
your times down and being happy
about that," Hansen said.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Hansen cut 19
seconds from her
previous record.
Senior distancerunner Katie Hansen broke her own mile record.
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Aggressive expansion risks mission
In the rush to become "the premier independent university
of the Northwest [...] in service to society," Seattle University
has ironically failed to think about some of the neediest in
society. Those in power failed to consider the far-reaching
consequences of their decisions and have, apparently, failed
to learn from past mistakes. The closure of Bessie Burton is
evidence of Seattle University's near-sighted (or much too
far-sighted) vision for "progress."
On March 15, 2007 university administrators shut down
the Bessie Burton Skilled Nursing Facility. The closure dis-
placed residents and successfully ended whatever relationships
these fragile elderly citizens had with their nursing staff and
fellow residents. At least 14 of the 120 former residents have
died. While their deaths may not be the directresult of "trans-
fer trauma," it is nevertheless indisputable that these individu-
als spent their last year of life in exhausting uncertainty, not
knowing where they or their friends would go and whether
or not their families could visit as frequently.
Even more troubling than the results was the process of the
closure. At a recent forum on decision making, students cited
the Bessie Burton incident as an example ofSeattle U's failure
to consider other opinions before making important decisions,
particularly student opinions. Despite student outcry, public
candlelight vigils and discussion forums in which many asked
the university toreconsider its decision, tiiose in power rushed
through with the closure.
Whatwas the justification?A need for space. Poor planning,
impatience and failure to remember this university's mission
caused those in power to put their unquenchable appetite for
expansion above the needs of the vulnerable. The decision
did not provide service to society; it provided service to the
university's plans.
Instead of building more office space or another residence
hall orkeeping admission rates where they should have been,
Seattle U instead kicked out the old for the new, literally.
Denied a proper hall, the ever-expanding freshmen class and
a handful ofsophomores found themselves struggling to build
a youthful community in a nursing home. Chardin Hall,
what university officials hoped would help alleviate crowded
residents halls, remains a strange place for students and over-
crowding continues.
As the university continues to expand we ask those in power
remember and reflect on what happened at Bessie Burton.
Before making more decisions that affect the lives ofstudents
and staff at Seattle U as well as our neighbors in the com-
munity, we ask the university to stay true to all aspects of its
mission. We ask they work for the higher good, regardless
of financial concerns or expansion plans. But most of all,
we ask they listen to the students that make this university
what it is.
The Spectatoreditorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Jessica Van Gilder, Sara Bernert, Matthew Martell, Liz Caval, Emily Holt and Ben Watanabe. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Letters to the Editor: Disapproval, clarifying
Dear Editor,
I am writing to register my disap-
pointment and angerwith the edito-
rial policy ofyour newspaper. One
would hope that ata Jesuit, Catholic
university, student journalists would
be learning to be morally responsible
and truthful. Or is their goal to work
for die National Enquirer? I am ap-
palled at the front page picture and
article ofJohn Manly. This man has
not only attempted to ruin therepu-
tation of men who have dedicated
their lives to serving others, he has
lined his pockets with money meant
for the real and alleged victims of
sexual abuse. To claim he will have
100 victims in a few weeks makes
one wonder if he is advertising and
paying for them. I have reason to
believe Fr. Sundborg when he says
he did not hide knowledge of sex-
ual abuse, whereas I have plenty of
reason not to believe Mr. Manly. I
think, we, as friends and admirers of
the Jesuits and their work, need to
start standing up against this "witch
hunt." The Spectator newspaper is
only being used as a pawn in Mr.
Manly's vindictive greed, justas these
Native Alaskans are.
Erin Boniface
Dear Editor,
Thankyou, Mr. Kilcup, for help-
fully alerting me to my misuse ofone
word in the 30-second commentary
that appears in a Spectator video on-
line, as part of a longer segment, on
Jan. 29, 2009. Some students and I
were asked togive our opinion about
President Obama's presidency, and
our deepest fears about what could
happen during his tenure. I think it is
excellent thatyou chose torespond to
this issue; you have made me aware
of other cultural frameworks for the
meaning of this word.
I am sorry to have inadvertently
offended you and anyone with the
use of the word "cracker," at the
end ofmy segment. For such mis-
taken misuse, I simply apologize and
welcome correction in a generous
spirit. Conflicts are opportunities
for growth where we help student
journalism serve us all. Let's exam-
ine mutual areas for learning. How
wonderful and consoling to be in
a community where we each grow
and learn!
However, was this misuse inten-
tionally abusive or victimizing in the
senseofracializing? We should clarify
a couple ofthings: Your helpful letter
lets me distinguish my mistaken
misuse from what would be a racist
abuse. Let me explain a little about
Chicano linguistic regionalisms. This
term does not mean to me what it
might mean to you. For me, grow-
ing up Mexican in the United States,
as a migrant farm worker or navi-
gating through Los Angeles' sweat-
shops, a "cracker" was any kind of
a crazy person we might encounter.
Mainstream America might more
commonly use the word "crackpot."
As a speaker ofseveral languages I
havemade the mistake in the past of
not quite finding the right word in
English, and it is true that I should
not have used a Chicano vernacular
term, which to me means crazy per-
son, in an interview. So I'm sorry to
have offended by using that word.
It was not my intention. However,
the term was not directed at any one
person in particular.
As per our president: I am a per-
son who knew Barack in college. I
know, Mr. Kilcup, that any sensitive
person like you will share everyone's
concern over the unusually high
number ofracially charged threats
against him reported in die press and
by the Secret Service. These affect me
personally. Publicly documented ra-
cial hatred is not imagined.
I would also like to explain that
what was posted online was a clip cut
from a 20-30 minute interviewI gave
Mr. Angelo Carosio in my office. As
Pope John Paul reminds us, any fair
account will view the entire video,
and witness the tone in which the
interview occurred, to confirm that
sentiment with which I said what
was used in the clips, (for a second
time, because heapparently had acci-
dentally erased the first interview).
Fortunately, on this campus as
my response to your letter shows,
correction, criticism suggestion and
recommendation are always welcome
without acrimony. Argument and
conversation seek wisdom not vic-
tory. My spring course in "Emerging
subjectivities in Chicano literature"
addresses the power of language as
a live and evolving entity. We ad-
dress concerns about race, class,
gender and sexuality that secure the
compassionate antennae of many
diverse and interested students. As
I am sure you can understand, we
also like to follow the recommenda-
tions ofIgnatius ofLoyola, also cited
in The Universal Catechism of the
Catholic Church (#2478), "to avoid
rash judgments, everyone should be
carefulto interpret insofar as possible
his neighbors thoughts, words and
deeds in a favorable way." Thank
you again.
Sincerely,
Dr. Gutierrezy Muhs
Associate Professor,
Seattle University
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling, grammar
and style errors.
I should not have
used a Chicano
vernacular term.
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Students should support stimulus package
Mackenzie Maxwell
Daily Toreador, Texas Tech
After some time ofnegotiations,
trial votes and making adjustments,
the House, Senate and White House
have finally come to an agreement
about the stimulus bill. The revised
bill has a price tag of $787 billion
that will go toward many different
programs and tax credits.
Some of the most discussed
parts of the package involve new
highways and other infrastructure,
tax credits for first-time home buy-
ers and extended unemployment
benefits for laid-off workers. But
the stimulus bill might leave some
college students wondering how it
will affect tliem.
The new bill has not forgotten
to fund higher education. There are
several different ways the stimulus
package helps cover the rising cost of
tuition and other expenses, includ-
ing a $2,500 tax credit and extend-
ing the size and scope of the Pell
Grantprogram.
The part of the bill that will af-
fect every college student will be
the extended tax credit for college
students and their families. USA
Today reported, "About $13 billion
to provide a $2,500 expanded tax
credit for college tuitionand related
expenses for 2009 and 2010."
Furthermore, The New York
Times reported 40 percent of this
tax credit is refundable. This means
that ifyou file your own taxes and do
not owe any, your refund check will
be at least forty percent of$2,500.
I'm not a math major, but that's a
large sum of money by any college
student's standards. If your parents
claim you as a dependant, the tax
credit will go toward their taxes.
Fox News and others will try to
convince you that the stimulus bill
is not helping anyone important.
When you hear this, I dare you to
challenge Limbaugh, O'Reilly and
Hannity. Ifyou think making ends
meet and getting through college is
important, you should be excited
this bill has passed.
The tax credit is not die only part
ofthe stimulus bill that will help col-
lege students payfor school. Ifyou're
a student who receives a Pell Grant in
order to pay tuition, you'll be happy
toknow the maximumamount you
can receive has increased by $500.
That is enough to buy books for two
quarters ifyou're smart about it and
not in the hardsciences or law.That
alone is reason to be excited about
this new bill.
What ifyou are not a Pell Grant
recipient, but you're having trouble
paying for college? Well, then you
are in the same boat as I, andwe just
might be in luck. The new stimu-
lus bill will extend the number of
students receiving the Pell Grant
by an extra 800,000 students, The
Washington Post reported. That
means more middle-class students
will be receiving up to $5,500 in
federal aid by 2010.
I ask that all college students take
a minute to thinkabout how it will
affect them.
The Washington Post reported
an estimated $32 billion is going di-
rectly to higher education. In otlier
words, some of this money is going
directly to you, the college student.
The government is really investing
in our future and our education. If
you can't support abill that supports
your future, what can you support?
Ifyou care about your education,
you should support this bill. Ifyou
care about scraping by in college,
you should support this bill. All
in all, if you are a college student,
you should support this bill. The
government is trying to help you
through college. How can you be
against that?
Mackenzie can be reached at
britton.peele@ttu.edu
Letters: Sexual ed and smoking at SU
Dear Editor,
We are writing to express concern
in response to your opinion piece
"Sexual education leaves us wanting,"
(2/11/09). Specifically, statements
such as, "It's becoming increasingly
difficult for programming groups to
create quality events around sexual-
ity, and we wonder why the health
assessmentstatistics are so atrocious"
are misleading and unfounded. The
editorial staff has given the impres-
sion that sexual heakh is a topic not
addressed on campus.
However, as Seattle University's
Team of Certified Peer Health
Educators, we do not agree. We
agree with you wholeheartedly that
sexual health education is indeed an
integral facet of educating the whole
person and we work hard to plan
and implement quality, educational
and diverse events, workshops and
poster campaigns to ensure that stu-
dent needs are met.We are trained in
sexual health educationand are there-
fore available to answer any student
questions that may arise.
While time constraints may play
a role in the number of sexualhealth
programs offered on campus, we
would like to ensure the university
community that we do not face dif-
ficulty when developing programs.
We could list variousprograms done
in the past and planned for this year,
butmore importantly, the issue is not
that opportunities for sexual health
education do not exist; it is that stu-
dents are choosing not to come (the
turnout for the majority ofRHA and
PHAT's Sexual Evolution Week was
dismal). The editorial mentioned diat
STD testing is offered at a reduced
cost only around Valentine's Day.
In reality, our promotion oftesting
at this time ofyear (as well as in fall
quarter) is aneffort to raise awareness
among students of the importance
of being tested as well as to inform
students that they can, in fact, be
tested at our Student Health Center
all year round for a nominal fee.
Peer Health Action Team
Dear Editor,
Thankyou. It's nice to see a bold,
articulate commentary on sexual
"justice" on campus and recognition
that students possess a libido. I am
deeply empathetic to your concerns
and find itappalling that this conver-
sationhas continued throughout my
16years at Seattle University. I share
my background as a way of letting
you know that there is a (are) faculty
member(s) who bring expertise and
are concerned with sexual justice(the
themeof myfirst salon year as direc-
tor at Seattle U, in 2003).
Although I have written exten-
sively in scholarly journals on sex
talk and sexual scripts (specifically
on eroticism and play)—my work
was considered too taboo to present
on campus for students via various
student and/or campus "life" orga-
nizations. I was informed by a "peer
group" that this work was too con-
troversial, and the campus "wellness"
center never bothered to invite me
after I reached out to them. C'est la
vie. Interestingly, at the height of my
research in this field while I was a pro-
fessor at a major Midwest university,
I would be invited to speak on col-
lege campuses throughout the United
States, but never in my 16 years at
Seattle U, with the exception of one
course and a self-promoting salon.
My film, "Safe-sex Talk" has
been used by the Center for Disease
Control and sold to numerous stu-
dent service groups, academic cours-
es and even a few church groups
bold enough to talk about S-E-X.
I'm thinking about putting it on
YouTube. The film stars Hollywood
actor DavidSchwimmer when hewas
a student at my prior university. But
only a handful of Seattle U students
have ever viewed this film.
Just yesterday I got a very moving
e-mail from a Seattle U alumna now
studying graduate work in theology
(ah, the ironies of life). She wants to
study sexual scripts among churched,
"religious" women as she believes "si-
lence" is the dominant script in ex-
pressing female sexuality during sex.
She wrote that mypresentation in her
class over six years ago propelled her
to explore this topic. I was deeply
honored, but still troubled by the fact
that I could present this information
within the "academicframework" but
not for student "life" (the quotes are
meant to be ironic, since STD, AIDS,
and other "life"-threatening illnesses
result from lack of adequate sex
education and other prohibitions).
However, I must give Seattle U credit
as the university allowed the "Vagina
Monologues" to be performed; and if
I recall correctly, Gonzagarefused this
performance on campus.
Adequate information
about sex is a sexual
justice issue.
Will the American educational
system ever graduate from the dark
ages and erotic phobia? I doubt it.
Just a few years ago I spent hours on
a phone bank urging voters to pass a
bill that sex education in our public
schools must be medically correct
(e.g. vs. fear appeals, religious guilt,
sexphobic advice, heterocentrist). I
wondered, "What if I had to do this
for math (mathematically correct);
chemistry," etc. But when it comes to
sex, anything goes. Adequate, medi-
cally correct, information about sex
and sexuality is a sexual justice issue.
I encourage students' voices to be
heard and remain critical thinkers.
Your editorial has inspired me. Spring
quarter I will present a talk on "Sex
Talk"—hope you will come.
Mara Adelman, Ph.D.
Dear Editor,
I recently transferred to Seattle
University and so far it has been a
pleasant experience. The professors
are talented, the student body is ac-
tive, and Seattle U has owned up to
its reputation as one of Washington
state's finest establishments. While
I'm enjoying my experience here,
there has been a small problem nag-
ging me. I have noticed a slight,
smoky haze permeating our air
(quite literally).
There seems to be an overall lack
oforganization and implementation
of limits to die use ofcigarettes on
campus. One need not be a Nancy
Drew in the works to notice the evi-
dence lying around: cigarette buds-
and smokers near the entrance of
every building.
Now I don't mean to pose as an
inconvenience, yet as a non-smoker
and asthmatic, I find that second-
hand smoke interferes with my per-
sonal health and obstructs my capac-
ity to breathe. Therefore, I would like
our school administrators to develop
a more efficient policy to regulate
smoking on campus that is fair to
non-smokers and smokers alike. I
am not interested in a solution that
is oppressive, nor am I promoting the
marginalization ofsmokers, but this
is an important issue that needs to be
handled differendy.
I recognize that minor steps have
been takento regulate smoking, such
as die signs near building entrances,
but diey seem to be inadequate and
have litde impact on this situation.
Perhaps students are mistaking
those blue and white fold-up signs
(indicating the prohibition of smok-
ing within20 to 25 feet ofbuildings)
as a part of the campus
, lovely decor
because ironically enough, the only
people who seem to be aware of those
signs are non-smokers like me.
For this reason, I would like our
school to establish several clearly des-
ignated smoking huts for smokers to
utilize and to prohibit smoking in
all major walkways and building en-
trances. With this approach, smokers
and non-smokers will both be satis-
fied because smokers will be provided
with a comfortable, sheltered area to
use that will keep them dry during
rain and non-smokerswill be able to
walk around campus withoutbreath-
ing in second-hand smoke.
I am confident that our school
is committed to providing students
with a healthy and safe environment,
and I hope that this letter will en-
courage school administrators to take
my suggestions into consideration.
Ultimately, this issue is ofutmost im-
portance because it is about respect-
ing the rights and personal health
of everyone.
Hajer Al-Faham
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Ways to be the premier, inde-
penent university in the NW
Create a clear mission.
Use copious, abundant
and elegant adjectives.
Proclaim mission to fac-
ulty, staffand students.
Admit record number of
applicants, four years in
a row.
Cram on-campus stu-
dents into transitional
triples and quads.
Steamroll through clos-
ing of beloved skilled
nursing facility.
Retroactively holdforums
to hear student opinions
and discuss decisions.
Announce new building
projects to campus, i
Freeze building projects.
Go Division I.
imtmsm
Proclaim mission to fac-
ulty, staff and students.
lastlook
public
safety
reports
Slip andFall
February 11, 8:45 a.m.
A staff member reported falling
on the slippery parking lot surface
in the 13th and E. Cherry lot. The
staff member reported having a
sore muscle and hand abrasion.
Medical assistance was declined.
If needed, the staff member said
they would follow up with their
doctor.
Attempted Fraud
February 11, 1:15 p.m.
A staff member'scell phone rang
with an unknown male calling in
an attempt to obtain personal
bank information. None was
given. The call came from a Ja-
maican telephone number, and
the Seattle Police Department
was notified.
Safety Assist
February 12, 8:15 am
Public Safety responded to a
vehicle that rolled un-occupied
into the roadway near the Mur-
phy Apartments. PS located the
ownerwho re-parked theirvehicle
and secured the brake.
Workplace Injury
February 12, 8:15 a.m.
Astaff memberreported moving a
metal garbage can that had fallen
on his foot in Campion. The staff
member said he would follow up
with his doctor if needed.
Graffiti
February 12, 9:30 a.m.
Public Safety officers on patrol
found graffiti tags on a construc-
tion posting board near Connolly
Center.
Trip and Fall
February 13,1 p.m.
A community member reported
tripping on a sidewalk. No injuries
were reported, but Public Safety
is following up.
Hit and Run
February 13, 6:15 p.m.
A student reported to Public
Safety and the Seattle Police that
a vehicle approaching a stop sign
at Madison Court and East Madi-
son scraped against her knee as
she wascrossing the street. SPD
is following up.
Theft
February 13, 7:40 p.m.
A student reported someone
took their laundry from a dryer
in Campion. Public Safety is fol-
lowing up.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
Rat City rolls into KeyArena
The Rat City Rollergirls held their first bout of the season at the Key Arena Saturday, Feb. 7, complete with makeup, costumes, bruises, rowdy
roller derby fans and two intensely close matches. At the end of the night theSockit Wenches defeated Grave Danger in the first match and
the Derby Liberation Front defeatedThrottled Rockets in a nail biting, final jam. All photos by Garrett Mukai.
Bon Appetit reduces waste A day in the life of David Guterson
